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NEWS AND VIEWS

British Library Opening Hours
The Library's Official Publications and Social Sciences Service Reading Room andMusic Reading Area now closes at 7.00pm instead of 8.45pm on Tuesday, Wednesdayand Thursday evenings. The revised hours of opening are:

Mondays, Fridays and Saturdays 9.30am - 4.45pmTuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays 9.30am - 7.00pm
In approving this change the British Library Board acknowledged and regretted thata small number of readers would be inconvenienced if they wished to work after 7.00pm.However the constraints on the Library's current funding mean some economies arenecessary in the running of services.There are no changes to the opening times of the Library's other reading rooms.

AACR Second Edition
The 1988 revision of the Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules, second edition, was publishedin August 1988.The publication incorporates the three sets of revisions promulgated in 1982, 1983and 1985, together with the most recent revisions approved by JSC during 1986.Typographical errors have been corrected and examples updated throughout the text.Chapter 9, Computer files, has been extensively revised, whilst the rules governingcartographic materials and uniform titles for music have been reorganized in response tothe needs of cataloguers working in these fields.In other areas the rules have been rationalized and made easier to apply: these includeadditions to names of places in the British Isles; choice among different names; entryunder phrase for names such as Boy George; changes in title proper and provision forsubordinate corporate names which do not convey the idea of a corporate body.AACR2 revised is available in three formats: loose-leaf, cased and paperback.A concise version will follow in due course.Further information can be obtained from Ann Harrold (Publicity Manager, LAPublishing) or Jennifer Hunt (Secretary, LA/BL Committee on AACR2).
Reviews in Brio
Please note that Mrs Karen E McAulay has recently been appointed Reviews Editor.All review material should be sent to her at:The Royal Scottish Academy of Music and Drama100 Renfrew Street, Glasgow G2 3DB

* *  *  *  *  *  *
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MUSIC IN THE LIBRARY OF LICHFIELD CATHEDRAL

Percy Young
Of all English cathedrals Lichfield suffered most during the Civil Wars of the seventeenthcentury. At the centre of the hostilities in 1643 and again three years later, it was then inParliamentary hands until the return of the Monarchy. By that time it was a scene ofalmost total devastation. Books and music were destroyed or dispersed, and the Lichfield.Gospels were only saved through having been secretly kept against happier times by theexpelled Precentor, William Higgins. So in 1660 a new start had to be made.Among the first of those who came to the aid of the cathedral was Elias Ashmole (1617-1692), who was to become the founder of the Ashmolean Museum in Oxford. Born inLichfield, he had been a chorister under Michael East (Este), Master of the Choristers(ca 1618-1638), and had learned the virginals and organ from Henry Hinde, Organist(ca 1637-1641). On 2 March 1662, Ashmole, rewarded for his loyalty to the Crown withthe office of Windsor Herald, from his rooms in the Middle Temple 'sent a set of Servicesand Anthems to Litchfield Cathedral, which cost me 16/'. The set of Services andAnthems was the ten part-books of the Revd John Barnard's Church Musick (1641).Of that set there remain seven volumes: CT Can I, CT Can II, CT Dec I, T Can,T Dec, B Can, B Dec.
Published Works
In that these seven Barnard volumes are supplemented by interpolated material copiedfrom other sources (some direct from the composers) by industrious Vicars Choral, theyrepresent both the printed and manuscript holdings of the music in the library. Furtherpublished material includes books about music (of which those of the nineteenth andtwentieth centuries are not noticed in this review); collections of services and anthems;and scores and parts of instrumental music formerly the property of the Cecilian Societyof Lichfield.
Books, Choral Music
In point of time the second benefactor to the library, and its virtual founder, wasFrances, Duchess of Somerset, through the terms of whose will her late husband's 'GreatLibrary' (said to have contained 1000 books) was given to the cathedral in 1673 to formthe basis of a new general collection. Concerning the acquisition of musical material theolder catalogues of the library are generally unhelpful. A catalogue of 1761 (based onthat [MS Lich 60] prepared by Matthew Smallwood [Dean, 1671-1683] soon after thebequest had come into the possession of the cathedral) has a pencil note of a copy of thePsalter of Sternhold and Hopkins (1633 edition). This has its sometime owner's inscrip-tion 'Elizabeth Hurrey hir Booke Anno Domine 1669'. A more ambitious catalogue of1768 has the first entry for a fine copy of one of the most interesting musico-philosophicalworks of the seventeenth century, the Musurgia Universalis of Athanasius Kircher,published in Rome in 1650. There is no information suggesting from whom and whenthis work was acquired. Nor is there any indication of the provenance of a third seven-teenth-century volume, in which are masses by French composers - Francois Cosset,Charles D'Helfer and Jacques Huyn - published in Paris between 1673 and 1688.The binding is of the late seventeenth century. Inside the back cover the date '1780'

would appear to have been inscribed before the volume came to Lichfield. When thatwas is not known, but it is first registered in the library catalogue of 1888.Among eighteenth-century works there is the principal published work of JohnAlcock, Vicar Choral (1750-1806) and Organist (1750-1766), and scourge of all, inwhatever station of life or authority, who stood in the way of a proper conduct ofcathedral music. His Six and twenty Anthems (1771), like all his other published work,contains a preface that is a characteristic example of his straight talk. Other eighteenth-century works are Arnold's Cathedral Music (1790); Boyce's Cathedral Music (1760, 1768arid 1773) and Fifteen Anthems (1780); one copy with volumes 1 and 2, and one withvolume 1 only of Croft's Musica Sacrae (1724); two copies of Maurice Greene's Forty SelectAnthems (1743); Avison and Garth's edition of Marcello's Psalms (1757); and volumes ofanthems by Thomas Ebdon of Durham, William Hayes of Oxford, William Jackson ofExeter, and James Kent of Winchester.Published music came either as gifts or through subscription. In the eighteenthcentury, the Dean and Chapter not infrequently were acknowledged as a collectivesubscriber, and if they were not, then John Saville, who as a Vicar Choral from 1755until 1803 exercised a massive influence on music in the cathedral and the neighbour-hood, was. On the list of subscribers to Greene's Forty Select Anthems is the name of JohnAlcock Org. St Laurence's Church Reading', the post Alcock held before becomingorganist at Lichfield. The two-volume edition of Croft's work, among the subscribers towhich was ̀Dr Walm[i]sley, Dean of Litchfield [1720 -1731]' , was marked 'LichfieldLibrary' at the time of its acquisition, and was listed in the catalogue of 1768. In those of1774 and 1838 it was marked ̀Organ Loft'. In the next catalogue, of 1868, the volumewas not mentioned. The organ loft had, in fact, disappeared, together with the choirscreen to which it belonged, in the course of Gilbert Scott's restoration of the cathedral.Fortunately, the volume survived, which was not the case with another item in the 1774catalogue. Among the items under ̀P', one entry reads Vu]rcell's Harmonia. SacraLond. 1714 [shelf mark] OA 19'. This suggests a lost copy of Henry Playford's collectionof that name, which contained many of Purcell's sacred songs. The copy of volume 1 ofCroft was a gift ̀To the Decani side of the Choir at Litchfield' in 1846 from WilliamMachin (1798-1870), the most celebrated Vicar Choral of the nineteenth century.Of nineteenth-century collections, one in particular, to which the Dean and Chaptersubscribed, merits attention: the Bangor Cathedral Collection, edited by the then Dean ofBangor ( James Henry Cotton, former Precentor) and James Sharpe Pring, Organist,and published in Chester in 1848. Influenced, it would seem, by C.I. Latrobe's Selectionof Sacred Music (1806-1825), the compilers assembled anthems based on works byAstorga, C.P.E. Bach, Caldara, Curschmann, Graun, Gossec, Handel, Joseph andMichael Haydn, Mozart, J.A. Naumann, Pergolesi, Righini and Winter. These werenot composers generally to be found on cathedral service lists at that time.
Instrumental Music
For much of the eighteenth century, Lichfield - before the rise of Birmingham - was aregional cultural centre, as was attested by Anna Seward in her letters, and by manyreferences in contemporary newspapers and journals. As well as being a keen student ofmusic, Miss Seward lived for many years in the Close, in Platonic co-habitation with her'Giovanni' - the notable John Saville. The copies of the songs and glees that wereperformed in the Vicars' Hall by him, or under his direction, have been lost; but aconsiderable amount of instrumental music belonging to the Cecilian Sociey remains.There are John Alcock Six Concertos in Seven Parts, published in 1750, soon after he had
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arrived in Lichfield; Boyce Twelve Sonatas for Two Violins (1747); Corelli Sonatas; LewisGranom Six Sonatas for two German Flutes or two Violins (op. 2, ca 1746); Handel Sonatasa deux Violins ... (op. 2, ca 1732/33), Select Airs or Sonatas in 4 Parts for a German Flute andtwo Violins and a Bass, from the late Operas (n.d.), Six Overtures for Violins etc in Eight Parts fromthe Operas. & Oratorios ... 8th Collection (n.d.), XXIV Overtures for Violins in Seven Parts ... inthe Operas (n.d.); Hasse Six Concertos for violins, french horns or hoboys etc ... in eight parts,(op. 4) 1741; Samuel Howard Overture in The Amorous Goddess, 1744; John HumphriesX// Concertos in Seven Parts (op. 2, ca 1740), X// Concertos in Seven Parts ... (op. 3), 1741;Tessarini Concerti a Cinque (op. 1, 1729); Vivaldi's Most celebrated Concertos in all the parts..(op. 3); Robert Woodcock X// Concertos in eight parts ... (cal 730).
Manuscripts
Parts, Scores, Part-books, Organ-books
The most interesting manuscript remains are the folios set into the Barnard books.Copied by various of the Vicars Choral at the very end of the seventeenth and beginningof the eighteenth centuries, they are, in the first instance, of interest as evidence of thecomposing activity of some of the members of the College of Vicars. The most prominentof these was Michael East who, in the secular field, was a notable contributor to thegeneral corpus of madrigal and chamber music. From him there are a setting of theEvening Service, and the only fragments of his settings of the Burial Service, and of theanthems 0 clap your hands, and When Israel came out of Egypt. William Lamb junior,Organist in 1688, in more than one place noted by unfriendly scribes as a plagiarist,' isrepresented by an anthem for the Coronation of Charles II (0 Lord make ye servantCharles), Except the Lord, and 0 God ye heathen; Richard Hinde [brother of Henry?] byCharitie Corinthians the 13th verse the first [If I speak with the tongues of men and angels],and 0 singe unto the Lord; William Holder, Vicar Choral, by Thou 0 God; and JohnLoggins, elsewhere described as 'late of thes cathedral church' (MS 14) by Be thoumy judge 0 Lord.Other composers represented include Nathaniel Patrick, Albertus Bryan, BenjaminRogers, Orlando Gibbons, William Child, William Tucker, Henry and William Lawes,William King, Thomas Mudd, Thomas Deane. For no apparent reason Henry Loose-more, Organist of King's College, Cambridge, is especially well represented, the mostinteresting work of his here being a setting of part of the Gospel for Palm Sunday.There are seven autograph scores of major works composed by John Alcock containedin MS Mus 1-7: a 'Third Service' in F (1789), including a note (26 June 1789) fromPhilip Hayes, promising ̀to introduce it into my choir' at Oxford where he was thenProfessor; the 'Verse Service' in B flat (1771), with letters from William Hayes, father ofPhilip (12 October 1775), and Elias Isaac, Organist of Worcester (20 December 1775),both of whom had read the score; another Service in B flat (1771), inside the front coverof which was written 'the gift of the author to J. Saville'; 'The 150th Psalm in Latin' foreight voices and instruments (1754); We shall rejoice in thy salvation, for soloists, chorus andorchestra (1771 - with a note by Alcock repeating a comment by Burney on the use ofFrench horns in 'almost all the churches abroad'), performed at the Worcester Festivalin 1773; Sing to the Lord (1776), for the same forces, often loaned to William Hayes forperformances in the Music-Room in Oxford, according to Alcock's note; and 0 praise theLord (1776), also for the same forces. Of these works, Sing to the Lord is a particularly fineexample of English Baroque, with one movement at least (̀The Lord's delight is in themthat fear him', an aria for alto with cello and continuo) with distinct echoes of Germany.

Volumes MS Mus 8-13, also in score, copied by J[ohn] Barker, represent well the post-Restoration generation. Apart from two anthems by Greene, Mus 8- in two volumes -comprises services and anthems by John Blow, the Greene anthems being at the end ofthe first volume. MS Mus 9 is devoted to William Croft's Te Deum and Jubilate in D (withtrumpets and strings), and three anthems. Of these Give the King thy judgments' is noted as'the last anthem composed by Dr William Croft July ye 13 1727'. It was intended for theCoronation of George II.. MS Mus 11, labelled '2nd vol: Henry Purcell' is without acompanion first volume. The remaining scores in MSS Mus 10, 12, and 13 containworks by a wide variety of composers. Those works which held special interest wereallotted qualifying notes. Arise and shine by George Holmes, 'late organist of the Cathedralchurch of Lincoln', was 'composed upon the Union of the two Kingdoms' [of Englandand Scotland, 1707]. John Ernest Galliard, almost exact contemporary of Handel and,like him, a German immigrant and mostly active in the theatre, was sometime organistat Somerset House to Queen Catherine (widow of Charles II). MS Mus 13 contains oneof three large-scale anthems by Galliard (Jam well pleased) with the end note 'Compos'dby Mr Galliard and sung at the Chapel Royal at St James the last Thanksgiving Day'.The soloists' names for that occasion are also written into the score: Francis Hughes(counter-tenor), Richard Elford (tenor), and Bernard Gates (bass), all Gentlemen of theChapel Royal. •The part-books (Counter-tenor/Alto, Tenor, Bass; MSS Mus 14-60) which follow,collecting some of the material published by Barnard and some of the addenda insertedinto the Barnard volumes, provide a full index to the cathedral repertory from thesixteenth century until well into the nineteenth. There are various items by localcomposers. The prolific Alcock is represented by anthems which are also in the publishedcollection, but there are numerous smaller items in the form of psalm tunes and chants.There are also psalm tunes by Alcock's successor as Organist, William Brown, as well ashis attractive anthem Praise the Lord 0 my Soul .(also preserved in score in a volume copiedby John Saville [now Bodleian Library, Ms Tenbury 1028]). John Hunt, composer of anEvening Service in A (MS Mus 42), Vicar Choral at Lichfield in 1827, later becameorganist of Hereford Cathedral.Annotations convey information of a general nature. Copyists kept their accounts in arudimentary manner, so that the .earliest note of payment for work done is half-waythrough MS Mus 14 (Contra-tenor): 'pay'd thus far 1710'. The next payment entry,'pay'd thus far 1711', occurs only seven anthems later. After nine more anthems 'Pay'd1712' arrives, and then, with only Jeremiah Clarke's Thou 0 God art praised in Sionintervening, I' 1714'. From that entry Pay'd 1715' is separated by Robert Creighton's/ will arise. The last note concerning payment, 'Pay'd 1716', arrives rather prematurelybefore the last anthem, John Weldon's Have mercy upon me.In addition to such entries, other information allowing occasional close-ups of life asviewed by a succession of Vicars Choral has been casually included in the books. JohnAlcock, rarely inclined to let slip an opportunity of castigating the senior clergy, in 1761inherited one of two (Bass) part-books (MS Mus 23) which had formerly belonged toJonathan Kimberley, Dean from 1713 to 1720. Looking at the book in 1802 (he was thenin his 89th year) Alcock wrote:•Hall the Services and Anthems were perform'd in this Choir (which are contain'd inthese two Volumes), in Dean Kimberley's time; this Cathedral must then have beenone of the most Glorious Places of Worship in the United Kingdom.In another Bass part-book (MS Mus 24), at the end of Gibbon's Evening Service in F, isthe derogatory remark, ̀Mr Gibbons was only a Batchelor of Music', to which a pencilnote (?by ̀G.F.H. Kemp 1795', fly-leaf signature) was appended 'And old Alcock was
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conceited enough of his own Music.' In MS Mus 33 (which like other books occasionallynotes years of performance of works) it is lack of charity in a fellow vicar (tenor) thatshows in 'Mr Brown [Organist]: Gentlemen Vicar who neither plays nor prays'.Following 0 Lord the maker of all things, attributed to Henry VIII [actually by WilliamMundy] in the same manuscript, is a pencil comment 'He never composed but on asoffea [sic] (Bucklow)'; to which another hand added 'a lie/Nr 13'. A proper attitude towork was expressed (MS Mus 44) by the cautious alto who prefaced the Deus Misereaturof Vaughan Richardson's Evening Service in C with the instruction 'wait for the organ'stime'. A different attitude to time, however, is demonstrated by the several basses who,literally, kept a 'book' within a book (MS Mus 50) in this manner:

Thomas TallisResponses Litany etc
beginning of Litany to end of ServiceRev Bradley 201/2 min.Rev Rowden 181/2 min.Rev Hayward 1 6  min.

Other services were similarly measured, and beneath one by Philip Hayes is 'Quickeston record Beginning of Litany to Lords Prayer 9 min the end of Service took 15 min.Hayward & Luke mar 18.87'. There were occasionally comments of a more seriousnature. In MS Mus 48 is the brief, undated, observation: 'Accident with the Irish Mailnear Wolverton'. After a copy of G. J. Elvey's In that day (MS Mus 58) is recorded themystifying activities of one of the Vicars Choral:
George Hemsley left the Choir for Ely on Friday the 17th August 1860- Reported hehad discharged himself July 7th at or from Worcester - And was seen in a cigar shopLiverpool August 2nd 1870 at 1.30pm sitting on a tobacco barrel.

In addition to the vocal part-books there are a number of organ books (MS Mus 61-74)and a few scores of modern anthems, including works by the late Sir William Harris,who was assistant organist at Lichfield before his appointment to New College, Oxford,in 1919.The preservation of other material further assists a knowledge of musical life in thecathedral; in particular the earliest books of anthems (two competing books by VicarsChoral in 1839, one compiled by J.S. Caunter, the other by J. Mathews, and that of1858, prepared by an anonymous clergyman with a finger on reality, including 'somefew details among so many of interest to those who do, or do not, frequent cathedrals');Service Lists that exist (with some few gaps) from 1848, and the records of the annualFestivals of the Lichfield Diocesan Music Association, which, commencing in 1856, werethe first such events in the country. It was these occasions especially, inaugurated almostimmediately after the re-opening of the cathedral after the restoration by Giles GilbertScott, that opened the cathedral as an institution to the wider world.
Reference
1. A Morning Service 'Mr Berkenshaw or Mr Wm Lamb Jun', with note under: 'Mr Lamb stole this service,and put his own name to it'.

CARD CATALOGUES IN THE BRITISH LIBRARY MUSIC LIBRARY
Malcolm Turner

As one of its many current projects the Bibliography sub-committee of IAML(UK) isinvestigating the informal, in-house card catalogues (or just as likely, nowadays, micro-computer based catalogues) that, as both experience and common sense suggest, arcdoubtless being maintained in major music libraries, both public and specialist,throughout the country, often primarily for internal purposes or for use in answeringspecialist enquiries rather than for direct consultation by users of the library.In some cases it might be desirable for an element of standardization to be introducedinto the compilation of such catalogues, as has recently been suggested by Alan Hood inrelation to song indexes; in other, more specialized cases, it may simply be enough toassemble a coherent annotated list of catalogues and their whereabouts. In both casesthe first essential is to gather information about what actually exists; and by way ofmaking a start I have volunteered, as a member of the sub-committee, to supply thefollowing list of such catalogues in the Music Library of the British Library. They areessentially intended for internal use by the staff of the Music Library, but can be madeavailable to readers in the Music Reading Area of the British Library by specialarrangement. Those wishing to consult them should apply in person to the Supervisor ofthe Music Reading Area, or in writing to me.I hasten to add that most of the following information about these card catalogues isnot new; much of it appears, for instance, in Alec Hyatt King's invaluable compilationA wealth of music in the collections of the British Library (Reference Division) and the BritishMuseum (London: Clive Bingley, 1983 [ISBN 0 85157 330 4 - out of print]). But sincethat book, unlike Brio, may not be everyone's favourite bedside reading, we thought itworthwhile to repeat its information here in a different form, and for a rather differentpurpose: to stimulate others to send details about their catalogues to the Committee.In order to keep the impetus of the project going, the sub-committee will also beapproaching individuals to provide similar lists for Brio of catalogues in their ownlibraries. But we want to stress that these articles in Brio are intended not only ascontributions to the project, but also as a series of stimuli to other readers to make theirown contributions. Please send in lists, with as much information and annotation aspossible (too much is better than too little) either to the Chairman of the sub-committee,John May (May & May Ltd., Arundell House, High Street, Tisbury, Salisbury,SP3 6QU), or to its Secretary, Judith Adam (Sheffield City Libraries, Central Library,Surrey Street, Sheffield, Si 1XZ), or to the editor.
LIST OF CATALOGUES
Information about each catalogue is given in a standardized form, arranged in thefollowing sequence of headings: 1. Title; 2. Description; 3. Countries and time periodcovered; 4. Selective or comprehensive for British Library holdings; 5. Form; 6. Numberof entries; 7. Arrangement; 8. Closed or maintained
Publishers, printers, allied trades
A 1. Topographical index; 2. Index of publishers and printers of all foreign, pre-1801 editions ofmusic held in the Music Library; 3. All countries except UK - ca 1500 -1800; 4. Comprehensive;5. Typescript cards; 6. ca 12000; 7. Alphabetical by country, town, name of publisher orprinter; 8. Maintained
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B 1. Publishers' catalogues; 2. Catalogue of trade catalogues of music publishers held by the MusicLibrary and the General Library - some were issued as separate publications, but most wereprinted by way of advertisement as an integral part of a piece of music; 3. All countries -ca 1700 -ca 1870; 4. Comprehensive; 5. Typescript cards; 6. ca 1400; 7. Alphabetical by namesof publishers; 8. Maintained
C 1. London Music Publishers, etc, index; 2. Index of music publishers, sellers, printers and engravers,giving names, addresses, activity and dates of occupancy of premises, using data derived from• Post Office classified directories; 3. London only - ca 1850 - ca 1950; 4. Not applicable;5. Typescript cards; 6. ca 2500; 7. Alphabetical by names of firms; 8. Closed
D 1. London instrument makers index; 2. Index of musical instrument makers, giving names, addressesand dates of occupancy of premises, using data derived from Post Office classified directories;3. London only - ca 1840-ca1950; 4. Not applicable; 5. Typescript cards; 6. ca 5000; 7. Alpha-betical by names of firms in four sections: Musical boxes; Unspecified instruments; Specifiedinstruments other than pianos; Pianos; 8. Closed
Iconography
E 1. Musicians' portraits; 2. Index of portraits of musicians found in printed music in the MusicLibrary and in the collections of the British Museum Department of Prints and Drawings; theportraits are mainly from engraved frontispieces or title-pages; 3. All countries - all periods;4. Selective; 5. Typescript cards; 6. ca 2200; 7. Alphabetical by names of musicians;8. Maintained
F 1. Performers index; 2. Index of illustrations of performers found in printed music and books onmusical theory in the Music Library; 3. All countries - ca 1480-ca1860; 4. Selective; 5. Type-script cards; 6. ca 600; 7. In four sections: Single performers, alphabetically by instrument;Two performers, alphabetically by salient instrument; Three performers, alphabetically bysalient instrument; Four or more performers, chronologically by date of publication;8. Maintained
G 1. Musical instruments index; 2. Index of musical instruments, without players, found in printedmusic and books on musical theory in the Music Library; 3. All countries - ca 1480-ca 1 860;4. Selective; 5. Typescript cards; 6. ca 400; 7. As for Performers index; 8. Maintained
H 1. Operatic scenes index; 2. Index of operatic scenes, mainly from engraved or lithographicfrontispieces or title-pages, in printed music in the Music Library; 3. All countries - ca 1600-ca 1900; 4. Selective; 5. Typescript cards; 6. ca 90; 7. Alphabetical by names of composers;8. Maintained
I 1.. Inter-stave illustrations; 2. Index of lithographed illustrations printed around the staves inprinted music in the Music Library; 3. England - ca 1820-1840; 4. Comprehensive; 5. Type-script cards; 6. 12; 7. Chronological; 8. Maintained
J 1. Illustrated title-page index; 2. Index of illustrated wrappers and title-pages, mainly litho-graphed, in printed music in the Music Library; 3. All countries - ca l800-cal 920; 4. Selective;5. Handwritten cards; 6. ca 7000; 7. Alphabetical by subject; 8. Maintained -
Subsidiary catalogues of sections of the Music Library

1. Secondary vocal music index; 2: Title index to the uncatalogued 'secondary' vocal music(mainly copyright deposit copies of popular songs) in the Music Library; 3. All countries, butmainly England, USA and Canada - 1910-1980; 4. Comprehensive; 5. Handwritten paperslips; 6. ca 200000; 7. Alphabetical by first word of title or of first line, in two sequence.s:Acquisitions from 1910-1949; Acquisitions from 1950 -1980.(all acquisitions before 1910 andafter 1980 have been fully catalogued); 8. Closed
1. Pre-1800 subject index; 2. Subject index to: W. Barclay Squire Catalogue of printed musicpublished between 1487 and 1800 now in the British Museum 2 vols. London: Printed by order of the

Trustees, 1912; 3. All countries - 1487-1800; 4. Comprehensive to ca 1911, contains no entriesafter ca 1911; 5. A copy of the printed catalogue cut up and pasted on cards; 6. ca 40000;7. Mainly by vocal or instrumental groupings, but also including a few specific subjects, egFrench Revolution, Freemasonry, Latin & Greek songs, Military music, National music,Programme music, Notation, Thematic catalogues, Dance music; 8. Closed
M 1. Instrumental index; 2. Classified catalogue of post-1800 editions of instrumental music in theMusic Library; 3. All countries - items acquired between 1884-ca 1 963; 4. Comprehensive;5. Printed cards; 6. ca 80000; 7. Broadly classified by forms, solo instruments and groups ofinstruments; 8. Closed
• 1. Song index; 2. Index to the contents of ca 75 albums and anthologies of popular songs (someissued periodically) in the Music Library; 3. English publications only - ca 1870-ca 1955;4. Selective; 5. Handwritten paper slips; 6. ca 12000; 7. Alphabetical by first word of title;8. Closed
O 1. Regimental marches; 2. Index of regimental marches in the Music Library; 3. British regimentsonly - ca 1750-ca1965; 4. Selective; 5. Typescript cards; 6. ca 600; 7. Miscellaneous collectionschronological; specific regiments alphabetical in eight sections: Mounted regiments; Footguards; Foot regiments; Corps; Militia, volunteers and territorials; Royal Navy; RoyalMarines; Royal Air Force; 8. Closed
• 1. Catalogue of libretti; 2. Catalogue of libretti in the (then) Department of Printed Books of theBritish Museum (now the general library of the British Library, Humanities and SocialSciences); 3. All countries - ca 1600-1914; 4. Comprehensive; 5. Handwritten paper slips;6. cal 0000; 7. The main sequence contains full catalogue entries, extracted from the GeneralCatalogue of Printed Books, arranged by titles; cross-references to this catalogue are containedin two indexes arranged by composers and by authors of words respectively; 8. Closed
Manuscripts
Q I. Music Librag manuscripts; 2. Index of manuscripts in the Music Library not entered in theCatalogue of Manuscripts or the published catalogues of special collections, mainly manu-scripts bound with items of printed music; 3. All countries - all periods; 4. Comprehensive;5. Typescript cards; 6. ea 50; 7. Alphabetical by composers or genres; 8. Maintained
R 1. Musicians' autographs; 2. Index of musicians' autographs, mainly signatures, dedications orcorrected proof sheets, in printed music in the Music Library; 3. All countries - all periods;4. Selective; 5. Typescript cards; 6. ca 2000; 7. Alphabetical by names of composers;8. Maintained
S 1. Chapel Royal manuscripts; 2. Indexes to the collection of manuscript part-books compiled foruse in the Chapel Royal; 3. Mainly English - compiled between ca 1677-ca.1810; 4. Compre-hensive; 5. Typescript cards; 6. cal 500; 7. In two sequences: Alphabetical by names ofcomposers; Alphabetical by first word of title; 8. Closed
• 1. Index to miscellaneous manuscripts in the Royal Music Library; 2. Indexes to H Andrews Catalogueof the King's Music Library. Part II: The miscellaneous manuscripts London: 1929; 3. All countries -all periods; 4. Comprehensive; 5. Typescript cards; 6. ca3500; 7. In two sequences: Alpha-betical by first word of title; Alphabetical by subject; 8. Closed
Miscellaneous

1. Dance notation index; 2. Index of editions of printed music in the Music Library whichinclude a visual representation of the steps of the dances; 3. All countries - cal700-cal900;4. Comprehensive; 5. Typescript cards; 6. ca100; 7. Chronological; 8. Maintained
•V 1. Notation index; 2. Index of items of printed music in the Music Library containing examplesof unusual notation or experimental forms of notation; 3. All countries - ca1500-present;4. Selective; 5. Typescript cards; 6. ca100; 7. Alphabetical by type of notation; 8. Maintained
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1. Subscribers' lists; 2. Index of subscribers' lists in editions of printed music in the MusicLibrary; 3. All countries, but predominantly British - ca 1700-ca 1900; 4. Comprehensive;5. Typescript cards; 6. ca 800; 7. Chronological; 8. Maintained

X 1. Ownership marks; 2. Index of ownership marks other than signatures (eg bookplates, coatsof arms, bindings) in items in the Music Library; 3. All countries - all periods; 4. Selective;5. Typescript cards; 6. ca 50; 7. Alphabetical by names of owners; 8. Maintained

BURNETT & SIMEONELTD
Antiquarian and SecondhandMusic
Visitors are welcome, but it is essentialto make an appointment.

138 Stephens Road,Tunbridge Wells,KENTTN4 9QA.
Tel: Tunbridge Wells (0892) 37464

RESOURCES FOR ACADEMIC MUSIC LIBRARIES:A SURVEY OF TRENDS
Hugh Cob be

In 1987 the Council of the Royal Musical Association (RMA) resolved to issue astatement, addressed to the British Academy and the University Grants Committee, onthe role of British universities in musicological research in the context of the plight ofuniversity funding and the perceived threat to, at least, the smaller music departments.The purpose was to point out the excellence of British musicology and the danger facingit from cut-backs in the numbers of teaching staff and (if such were the case) in musicprovision in university libraries.In the event this statement did not do more than allude to problems in library fundingand their implications for musicological research, but the desirability of building up apicture nationally had become clear. In any case, quite apart from the RMA initiative,the British Library needed a clearer picture of what was going on, for the Library's musicservices are, after all, a component of total music provision in the United Kingdom andmust be tuned to overall needs.Accordingly, in July 1987, I wrote an informal letter to 35 Music Libraries which wereprima facie academic. This approach seemed more suitable than a rigorous yes/noquestionnaire, since no such questionnaire would happily fit widely differing circum-stances, and the wisdom of this was borne out by the widely differing responses whichcame back.Information was asked on the following questions:
1 Have your overall resources for music been increased, maintained or cut back in recenttimes?
2 If cut back, has music been treated on a par with other subjects or more leniently /severely?
3 In what proportion have cuts been applied within the music area between acquisitions,service provision and other activities?
4 Is there a policy of compensating for reductions in acquisitions by increased use of Inter-Library Loan, and is such use charged to the music budget?
5 Is it possible to judge how musicological research in your institution is being affected byLibrary cut-backs?

There was a remarkably high response to my letter: 30 replies in all or 86%, anindicator, perhaps, of the difficulties which prevail. I am very grateful to all those whoresponded, often in considerable detail. A list of the respondents is appended to thisreport.
Have your overall resources for music been increased, maintained or cut back in recent times?
Resources fall into two broad categories: purchasing funds and staff. There was a rangeof combinations reported here: three respondents reported the direst straits, withacquisitions cut back in cash terms, in combination with staff reductions as well. At theother end of the spectrum, no respondents reported an acquisitions budget increased inline with inflation or better and, at the same time increased staff resources to meetgrowing demand. However, two respondents reported an increase of staffing, onebecause of a new building and one where the increase amounted to ten hours per weekover a period of five years! The common report was of maintained staffing (usually in the
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range of 1-31/2) attempting to cope with a greater workload, increased in one case by 30%.In a few cases cuts had taken the form of part-time help ceasing, so that, for example,evening opening was no longer possible. In another case, the music library was simplyleft unmanned for a large part of the time.At the sort of levels that apply in music libraries, staff cuts are at best impossible and atworst terminal; if one person represents 30-50% or more of the available manpower thereis not, by and large, much room for fine tuning. Of the respondents who had lost staff(eight in all), the most serious cases were the loss of full-time professional posts atCambridge University Library and the University of London Library. King's College,London, reported a 50% cut in opening hours, though it was not stated whether thisimplied a loss of staff.Fortunately, the majority of respondents (18 out of 28) had maintained their staffinglevels, though in most cases they were having to meet increased demand. Though, ofcourse, increased demand is healthy in itself, there are disturbing implications forcataloguing and other housekeeping operations, which must suffer if existing resourcesare diverted from them to meet the extra demand. Several large backlogs of cataloguingwere reported.Turning to purchase funds, the field was evenly divided between ten who had hadtheir bookfunds increased in real terms, nine whose funds had been maintained in cashterms, and nine whose funds had been increased, though not always in line with inflation,especially given the added effects of fluctuation in exchange rates. In one extremeexample, the book fund had been increased to a level of 40% above the level of ten yearsago, but the volume of acquisitions was down by a third. The problems presented by thelong-term commitment represented by periodical subscriptions were widely felt: sixrespondents reported cuts in subscriptions, a massive 30% in one case and 22% in another;in many cases a new title could only be ordered if an existing subscription of equivalentcost was cancelled.The overall picture was, therefore, one of retrenchment on every side, a picture whichis as true of the British Library as everywhere else: we expect our acquisitions budget tohave diminished by as much as 30% over the period 1985 -1990.
If cut back, has music been treated on a par with other subjects or more leniently/ severely?
With this question I was concerned to establish if music was seen as a soft option in anyway, for in universities as a whole small music departments certainly seemed to beespecially prone to the attentions of the pruners. Fortunately, only one respondent feltthat they were being treated more severely than other parts of their library; in twofurther instances severe treatment in the past had been recently rectified; while in othercases it was thought that music had been treated especially leniently.
In what proportion have cuts been applied within the music area between acquisitions, service provisionand other activities?
The two largest groups of respondents (seven in each case) were those who had maintainedtheir staff levels, and, therefore, service provision; and those who had maintained stafflevels and actually increased the acquisitions budget. Two respondents had, as we haveseen, increased staff levels while acquisitions remained level, four had maintained staffand level funding of acquisitions (though the latter still meant a cut in volume terms).Only three had lost on both counts, while a further three reported staff losses but levelfunding of acquisitions.

Is there a policy of compensating for reductions in acquisitions by increased use of inter-library loans,and is such use charged to the music budget?
There was no positive response to this question, though some thought that there hadbeen a marginal rise, possibly resulting from acquisition cuts. In many cases the responsewas that ILL was expensive and being constrained along with all other areas. Otherssaid that ILL did not in any case meet their needs, since it is not designed for under-graduates, who tend to need their books at once. However, all reported that ILL wasfunded centrally, and that they did not have to bear the cost of loan requests, thoughsome libraries passed on some or all of the charges to the readers themselves, in somecases after an initial allowance of, say, 30 requests.This picture is borne out by a recent survey of usage of the music section at the BritishLibrary Document Supply Centre at Boston Spa. Of the 8000 or so requests receivedeach year, 72% come from the public library sector and only 18% from academic libraries.
Is it possible to judge how musicological research in your institution is being affected by librarycut-backs?
For many of the respondents this question was not applicable, in that they wereinstitutions which did not set out to support research at a postgraduate level. Whereit did apply, the feeling was that it was too early to be sure. However, cuts in openinghours, the cancellation of periodical subscriptions and major research series, such asthose of Garland and Harvester, were a clear set-back.The overall picture is thus not a happy one and seems to be in sharp contrast to theeconomic state of the country as a whole. There is no sign that staff or bookfunds aregoing to increase, cataloguing backlogs are growing, and preservation is being skimped,with dire consequences for the future. I believe that if future damage is to be kept at baythe key must be a strategy of co-operation between at least all the major music libraries,whether in the academic or public sectors. It is only now that the technology is cominginto place that makes such co-operation, especially in cataloguing, feasible. In particular,the Current Music Catalogue of the British Library is now readily available on BLAISE-LINE and investigations are in hand for the conversion of theBritish Library Catalogue ofPrinted Music to 1980 into an automated database.On a general front, the British Library is actively involved in discussions with theother copyright libraries, exploring the potential for shared cataloguing and, morefundamentally, the possibility of distributing coverage of acquisitions using thec̀oncensus' methodology. Surely, in music the same possibilities are there. It is onlyby such co-operation, in spite of all the initial difficulties posed by differing systems andtraditions, that the level of service can be maintained, let alone improved, in a climatethat shows no sign of becoming more favourable.

Appendix overleaf
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APPENDIX

Replies were received from the following libraries
University Library, AberdeenBirmingham Polytechnic School of MusicMusic Library, Barber Institute of Fine Arts, University of BirminghamPendlebury Library, CambridgeRowe Music Library, King's College, CambridgeUniversity Library, CambridgeUniversity Library, DurhamNational Library of Scotland [Edinburgh]University' Library, EdinburghUniversity Library, ExeterRoyal Scottish Academy of Music and Drama [ Glasgow]University Library, GlasgowHuddersfield Polytechnic Music LibraryUniversity Library, LiverpoolGoldsmiths' College, LondonGuildhall School of Music and Drama [London]King's College, LondonMiddlesex Polytechnic Library [London]Royal Academy of Music [London]Royal College of Music [London]University of London LibraryRoyal Northern College of Music [Manchester]University Library, NewcastleUniversity Library, NottinghamBodleian Library, OxfordMusic Library, University of ReadingMusic Library, University of SheffieldUniversity Library, SouthamptonUniversity Library, WarwickJ.B. Morrell Library, University of York

ROBERT CARVER (1487-1566)SCOTLAND'S GREATEST COMPOSER
New RecordingMASS FOR SIX VOICESByrd: Figure 2 Misereres (& Christe qui lux for organ)

THE CARVER CHOIR(Conductor: James Ross)
Cassette TD8801 £5.00 (inc. p&p) from:
Donselco Ltd, 27 Rose Street, AberdeenTel: 0224 645567 (24 hours)

COMPACT DISC CARE
Maurice A. Green

The Compact Disc has established itself as a high quality, reliable and compactmedium for storing about 60 minutes of music. Having been involved in a technicalcapacity with CDs since 1983, I soon found out that they were not quite so indestructibleas we were first led to believe. Confronted with a number of discs which were unplay-able, I developed a process which can restore most discs to full playing condition.So how does the CD work, and what are the problems associated with looking afterthem?Information to be stored, be it words, pictures or music, has first to be converted into aseries of coded pulses, known as the Reed Solomon Code. This series of dots conforms to astandard code which can be converted back into its original analogue form. At therecording plant, a laser beam is used to cut a spiral of dots into a master disc, which islater used to create a stamper which impresses the spiral of dots onto the polycarbonatedisc for consumer use. The 4%-inch diameter plastic disc is sprayed with a thin film ofaluminium by vapour disposition in a vacuum chamber. This aluminium coating isprotected by a thin layer of lacquer, onto which is printed the label.The track spacing is very small: approximately 1.4pm apart - that is 0.0000014 metres.To put it another way, approximately 30 tracks would fit onto a single human hair!When the disc is played back, a beam of laser light is focused on to the playing surface,which, providing the disc is revolving at the correct speed, reflects back the digitally-encoded information. The player not only analyses the coded pulses for false information,but also ensures correct tracking and focusing of the laser beam.Although the discs arc quite robust, if the optical playing surface is scratched problemscan occur. The laser beam is deflected in the wrong direction, and this can cause toogreat an error for the player to cope with, in which case the laser may skip tracks orsimply refuse to play. (Some CD players cope better than others with scratches andmarks.) To preserve the optical surface certain precautions should be taken, rathersimilar to those for handling LPs.Dust or fingerprints should be removed carefully, using cotton wool moistened withisopropyl or ethyl alcohol. Wipe across the disc (that is from the centre to the outer edge)and not around the circumference. Avoid any contact with the -non-playing side, as thealcohol will remove the label. Mild household detergents, again using cotton wool andlukewarm water, are very effective in removing stubborn marks. Again, wipe only fromthe centre to the outer edge. The reason for this insistence on avoiding wiping around thedisc (as one would with LPs) is that the laser reflection can easily be deflected by marksor scratches in this direction, whereas radial scratches can be coped with more easily.The most vulnerable side of a CD, however, is the non-playing (label) side. The playinginformation is very close to the surface on this side, and scratches may remove digitalinformation which cannot be restored. The CD Player will accept a number of errorsfrom the disc without any apparent problem: some scratches are accepted and ignoredby the processing circuits. But if information is missing in large chunks the circuits shutdown and the disc will not play. To protect the disc be very careful with the label side,and never put the disc down on its back, as it were. Try not to touch the disc playingsurface, but if this has become grubby, clean carefully as outlined above.Some libraries stick labels on to the back of the disc, often with disastrous results. Sometypes of adhesive react with the lacquer causing it to crinkle and ruin the disc. I would
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strongly advise not using any adhesive labels. Although they appear to cause no damageat present, problems could result from long-term reaction with the lacquered surface.Playing side scratches on the polycarbonate surface can be dealt with in most cases,and the process which I have developed over the past three years has been 80% successful,effecting a permanent repair to the playing surface. If the discs are sent to me with detailsof the exact nature of the fault (eg Track 5 skips 2 min 35 sec to 3 min 55 sec) I will attempt arepair, and, if perfect, will charge k4.75 per disc plus p&p. Discs should be in quantitiesof at least ten. No charge is made for an unsuccessful or partial repair, and a number oflibraries are now using this service, rather than scrapping or selling off their scratcheddiscs.
The address to send discs to is: Maurice A. Green4 Village CourtVillage RoadOxton, BirkenheadMerseyside L43 5,S'R

* *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *

The essential guide for collectors and tradersin recorded music and music memorabilia.
A comprehensive listing of the retailers, mailorder outlets, wholesalers, Auctions, Fairs/Conventions and their specialities.The 1989 edition has up-to-date details of all theactive U.K. dealers and specialists in records, tapes,CDs and music memorabilia. There areexpanded sections on Europe, theUSA and Japan. Find out where andwhen all the Record Fairs, Auctions andConventions are to be held throughout1989.
Over 2,500 entries.
Available February Softbound 200pp £495
"Clear, concise, well-produced and bound. . . very important"Jazz Journal"Fills a long-felt need . . . should prevent hours of trudging around a strange town looking in vain for record shops!"Record Collector"An absolute gift for the inveterate collector. . you can put me down for a lifetime subscription.Ken Kessler, Hi-Fl News & Record Review"Useful for the collectors . . ." Tay Mitsui; Music Magazine, Tokyo
UK post & packaging 75p. Price inc. p&p for Europe £6.20, USA and Japan £6.95. Payments in sterling by PO's, IMO's,cheque etc., to RECORD DEALERS DIRECTORY, 46 Sydney Street, Brighton BN1. 4EP, East Sussex, England.

REVIEWS

John Evans, Philip Reed, Paul Wilson A Britten source book Revised ed. Aldeburgh: BrittenEstate Ltd for the Britten-Pears Library (Distributor: St Paul's Bibliographies), 1987.328pp [No price given] ISBN 0 9511939 2 9
W. H. Auden Paul Bunyan: the libretto of the operetta by Benjamin Britten; with an essay by DonaldMitchell Faber & Faber, 1988. viii, 150pp k14.95 ISBN 0 571 15260 (cased); k5•95ISBN 0 571 15142 6 (pbk)
The Britten-Pears Library at Aldeburgh operates with a small, but obviously dedicated,staff of librarian (Paul Wilson) and resident musicologist (Philip Reed). A Britten sourcebook is a tribute to their industry, and to that of John Evans, a former researcher atAldeburgh. After an opening chronology of Britten's life and works, which includesmuch useful information about first performances, there are interesting and informativelists of recordings made by Britten as conductor, pianist (usually with Peter Pears), violaplayer and speaker, the last being an appreciation of the singer Kathleen Ferrier. PhilipReed and John Evans contribute a catalogue of Britten's incidental music for film,theatre and radio, including details of some lost works; and Paul Wilson has compiled aconcluding bibliography, which he guardedly, but probably advisedly, labels 'selective' -even so it runs to 125 pages. Useful though it is, this book obviously presents only afraction of the rich archive of the Britten-Pears Library, and it is to be hoped thateventually the staff will publish a full thematic catalogue of the works, together with anedition of Britten's available correspondence - no small task. As it stands, A Britten sourcebook is indispensablt to anyone seriously interested in Britten's life and works; and,judging from the arri\ount of the composer's music being published and recorded at themoment, will have A wide readership.Paul Bunyan, the Britten-Auden operetta collaboration first performed in the USA (in1941), has a complex history, as revealed in Donald Mitchell's essay appended to Faber'snew edition of the libretto. Both librettist and composer (who travelled to America in1939) were originally hopeful that their work would be produced on Broadway, althoughMitchell casts doubt on how realizable this ambition would have been, and in the endthe piece was premiered by performers from Columbia University. It received somefavourable reviews, especially from Virgil Thomson, and seems to have been ignored byBritten from that time until 1974, when he revised the work during a period of convalesc-ence from a stroke.The libretto itself is clever but ultimately lightweight, and Mitchell's penetratingessay threatens to overtopple it. Nevertheless, this is compensated for by short extractsfrom interviews Mitchell had with members of the original cast, and by quotations fromcontemporary newspaper reviews (none of which, incidentally, is cited in A Britten sourcebook, which confines itself almost exclusively to reports of the 1976 production.) Useful,too, are Mitchell's insights into the work, such as his suggestion of the possible influenceof Kurt Weill, whom Britten met in 1938 and considered a 'nice man', and his theorythat, when Britten returned to England in 1942, Paul Bunyan, like his USA experience,largely slipped from his consciousness. John Wagstaff
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Jerrold Northrop Moore Elgar and his publishers: letters of a creative life. Oxford: ClarendonPress, 1987. 2 vols £50.00 ISBN 0 19 315446 3
The core of these magnificent volumes is the sequence of letters with Novello's mostmusical (though not most influential) employee, Jaeger, alias Nimrod. These have, ofcourse, appeared in print before; they now reappear in full, with Jaeger's replies, in animmaculate edition beautifully printed, together with the rest of Elgar's correspondencewith Novello and his other publishers. It is gracious of Novello to have been so co-operative, since the firm does not appear in a very good light. With hindsight, one cansee that Elgar's insecurity needed support; with the right encouragement, he might havebeen, even in financial terms, a better investment than he was; and with continuingsupport, his creative urge may even have survived the death of his wife - but that isperhaps fanciful: the valedictory tone of the Cello Concerto is final enough.For the reader, it is a great shame that there was only one Jaeger: all the interestingmusical detail comes in their exchange of letters. And they are not only musicallyrevealing: in some of the letters to him, Elgar's feelings are nearer the surface, andoccasionally come pouring out, as with his grief at the death of Alfred Rodewald (p.524).Elgar rarely revised his works, but Jaeger was the partial instigator of the extended endof the Enigma Variations and entirely responsible for cajoling the reluctant Elgar (bysuggesting that only a Wagner or Richard Strauss could do it) to write the 'momentaryvision of the Almighty', even if Elgar's chords are more subtle than the 'gloriouslygreat & effulgent orchestral chords, given out by the whole force of the orchestra in itsmost glorious key' which Jaeger prescribed. The day-to-day business between composerand publisher is fascinating, particularly with the pressure of time, and the need to printthe vocal score before the work was fully scored.Elgar is a marvellous writer when he is being informal. Some of the humour may seemforced and dated, but it is part of the character of the man. The little drawings scrawledon many of the letters are reproduced, and no attempt has been made to tidy up themanner of writing more than is necessary to confine them to print. The editor has done asplendid job. Essential commentary is provided, sometimes perhaps a little too reticently.I am sure most readers would have been intrigued to know that the performance of'Pomp and Circumstances' which Novello's American agent mentions by the PaulWhiteman Jazz Band (p.838) was the same concert as the premiere of Gershwin'sRhapsody in Blue. Sources of the letters are noted, and there is a fairly thorough index.I add the qualification since I was intrigued that on one occasion Elgar signed a letterwith the name of one of my other favourite composers, Monteverde (a normal spellingthen); it is not indexed, so it took me a long time to find it (p.333); C.P.E. Bach,Kozeluch and Schobert (played in his youth - p.235) are also omitted. It is a pity thatthe paper of the two volumes does not match.Much as I love Elgar, the thought of having to read through over 900 pages of lettersthreatened to be a chore. But in fact I could hardly put them down, and work suffered forseveral days! Some letters are dully formal, others deal with minutiae of proof correction.But as a whole they will delight any who enjoy Elgar's music, and they incidentally tellus an enormous amount about English music publishing and musical life during Elgar'slifetime. Clifford Bartlet
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Martin Picker Johannes Ockeghem and Jacob Obrecht: a guide to research (Garland ComposerResource Manuals, 13). New York: Garland, 1988. xi, 203pp $ 29.00. ISBN 0 8240 8381 4
Frederick Hammond Girolamo Frescobaldi: a guide to research (Garland Composer ResourceManuals, 9). New York: Garland, 1988. xiii, 412pp $ 52.00 ISBN 0 8240 8555 8
Michael Talbot Antonio Vivaldi: a guide to research (Garland Composer Resource Manuals,12). New York: Garland, 1988. xlv, 197pp $31.00 ISBN 0 8240 8386 5
Librarians (and one hopes library users) will now be used to the series. The three latestvary in size, appearance and in the way the authors tackle their subjects. Both Hammondand Talbot have already written the standard books on their composers, so have arrangedtheir volumes to supplement them. Talbot gives a new summary of Vivaldi's life, followedby a list of biographical sources. The bulk of the book is devoted to an alphabeticallisting of writings on Vivaldi divided into three historical periods: before Schering, up toPincherle, and post-1949. The musical sources are covered briefly - there is no point ingoing over again the ground covered by Ryom: the first volume of his detailed thematiccatalogue, covering instrumental works, appeared last year (the publisher's UK agentrefused to supply a review copy). A few other topics are covered more briefly. The absenceof facsimiles of the printed sources has been remedied since the volume was prepared: theopus-numbered orchestral works are being made available by King's Music. A remarkon p.128 calls attention to a serious omission in virtually all editions of Winter fromThe four seasons; none of the editions I had was correct, but the author tells me that theHawkes Pocket Score is accurate. There are, of course, innumerable problems in findingaccurate performing texts of Vivaldi's music, thanks to the inadequacies of the Ricordiedition. Unfortunately, there is no imminent solution, unless someone issues the majorsources on film.Hammond's book is eccentric but fascinating. In part, it supplements his 1983 HarvardU. P. book, with 7 pages of corrections and additions and over 100 pages of supplementarybibliography: the book appeared in the 350th anniversary year, which occasioned avariety of conferences and other musicological activity which has been appearing inprint quite extensively ever since. This is arranged in the normal alphabetical way, butthere is a subject classification appended. The discography is small but well indexed.Like Talbot, Hammond goes over again the basic biographical information, but choosinga new format: that of the documentary biography. The rest of this substantial book isfilled with masses of useful information on the historical and cultural background: shortbiographies, descriptions of places, and sections on such matters as currency, the postalsystem, copyists, liturgy and the workings of the pontifical household.Picker has a different problem: there are no standard catalogues of the works of hiscomposers (those in The New Grove are the most convenient), so his prime function is togive a complete list with sources, editions and bibliography. This is done thoroughly.I spotted a few smaller (but nevertheless useful) modern editions omitted: of the fiveOckeghem motets, for instance, there are Mapa Mundi editions of three (includingAve Maria, for which Picker cites no modern edition). While it is reasonable not to givefull listings for spurious works, it would seem sensible to refer at least to the standardedition of the works of the composers to whom they are attributed (e.g. Si oblitus fuer° is inCMM 87). There are two hindrances to easy use. One is the typography. Reproductionfrom a fairly primitive word-processed output just isn't good enough these days. Lists ofworks tend to be consulted at speed, and the more the layout and typography can helpthe reader the better. And the running headings need to be more specific. It is also a pitythat there are so few cross-references: all titles should be included in the sequence, notjust the one chosen for the main entry.
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Of these three books, Picker's is an essential companion to two major but inadequately-published composers, while Hammond and Talbot have produced useful companions totheir previous publications. All three should be in any musicologically-oriented library.

Clifford Bartlett
Philip Glass Opera on the beach: on his new world of music theatre edited by Robert T. Jones.Faber & Faber, 1988. xviii, 222pp E17.50 ISBN 0 57114800 X [Published in the US as:Music by Philip Glass New York: Harper and Row, 1987. ISBN 0 06 015823 9]
This British version of Glass's autobiography was published in time for the premiere ofhis latest opera at the London Coliseum last Autumn. Their titles aside, both editions areidentical - including mistakes - and are mainly concerned with the development andstyle of the first three operas. Unfortunately, Glass's other music is all too brieflyconsidered, and then usually in relation to the operas. A pity, I feel, as a more substantialdiscussion of the earlier minimalist style would have been interesting. However, its near-exclusion enables Glass to be selective in his accounts, thus removing any possiblediscussion of the influences on his style of his own contemporaries (eg Young and Reich).Glass has attempted to satisfy the interests of two groups of readers: firstly the generalreader (hence the jargon-free language?), and secondly those who approach Glass in ascholarly way - though, on an initial reading, this latter group certainly comes offsecond-best. A fair proportion of the book consists of biographical details surroundingthe composition of the operas, followed by a discussion of the music and a libretto of eachwork. All of these descriptions are interesting - even fascinating at times - the first timeround, but I experienced an acute sense of tedium upon subsequent study. Thankfully, alarge index proves useful for locating specific interests. It is such a pity that Glass'sdiscussion of his own techniques fails to accommodate theistudent with adequate musicalexamples. Six to seven pages are devoted to discussion of the music of each of the operas,and there is virtually no discussion of the other music. As Glass likes to remind you inthese pages, his music is extremely popular at the moment, and it would have been nicerto have more than an 'appetizer'. This is particularly vexing when one considers thatmost of his major works are unobtainable for study. For example, Glass says of Einstein onthe beach 'I was looking for a way of combining harmonic progressions with the rhythmicstructure I had been developing [in earlier works]'. Unfortunately, he fails to expand onhis notes (of 1976) on the work, and I finished reading this chapter with a keen sense ofexasperation.The real importance of this book lies not in the music at all but in Glass's ideas, whichare only a mirror to the general aesthetics of his contemporaries. Glass states that'For me, theatre became the catalyst for musical innovation'. He is able to present apicture of the changing ideas and practices of the avant-garde in a clear style. As theopening chapter implies, this was a period when everyone appeared to be concernedwith a similar artistic aesthetic which led to a divergent expression of kindred spiritsthroughout the arts. Again, Glass does not go far enough in his memories (this chapter istoo brie ) His mention of Beck's 'living theatre' could have been fuller. Any student ofmusic theatre or experimental arts would already be aware of its non-narrative content.Here, Glass could have discussed fully the influences of this period on him. There is nomention, either, of the movements in the pictorial arts of this time and their effects.Because no-one would play Glass's music, he was forced to create his own ensemble.Has a similar indifference prompted the setting down of his thoughts on paper? Glass'sautobiography is annoying only because it doesn't say enough. What is needed is an

independent and frank study of his music. This book is an introduction to this area of theexperimental arts. It needs to be followed up by an intensive study of the changingaesthetics of our time and culture. John Wade
Geoffrey K. Spratt The music of Arthur Honegger Cork: Cork UP, 1987. xix, 651pp 1445.00ISBN 0 902561 34 0
Most people in this country know Honegger through his oratorio Le roi David or theorchestral Pacific 231, while his musical opinions have been disseminated by the publi-cation in 1951 of je suis compositeur, a series of interviews granted to Bernard Gavoty(English translation, 1966). Geoffrey Spratt's book is the first major study of Honegger'sworks in English, and he undoubtedly has powerful credentials for the task, havingcompleted a doctoral thesis on Honegger's dramatic works, together with a thematiccatalogue of the composer's output. Much material from both sources seems to havefound its way into this beautifully-produced book. It is to be regretted that Spratt haschosen not to provide more biographical notes than are necessary to set in context theworks discussed (his justification being that there are perfectly adequate books of thissort in other languages: hardly likely to help the solely English speaker); but the author(and Editions Salabert) cannot be faulted for their generosity in providing extensivemusical extracts. These, together with lengthy appendixes and extended passages fromHonegger's critical writings result in an extraordinarily long book.Spratt examines Honegger's output chronologically, punctuating chapters of analyticaldiscussion with three 'interludes' that examine intermediate compositions. Presumably,his intention was thus to give the book some overall structure, although in my opinionthis has not been successful, especially since it is difficult to see why chapter 8, entitled'The crisis', is not an interlude as well, dealing as it does with Honegger's increasingfrustration with the French musical establishment. Personally also, I cannot help feelingthat Spratt has exaggerated this so-called 'crisis'. Many of Honegger's complaintsremind one of Wagner's Advice to young Germans in Paris, or many passages in Berlioz and,though worth none the less for that, should not necessarily be interpreted as constitutinga psychological crisis for Honegger, when for Berlioz and Wagner they express littlemore than dissatisfaction with a predominantly materialistic problem. Surely, Honegger'slater pessimism (for which Gavoty felt compelled to apologize, and ultimately disbelieved)was largely due to his stroke in the late 1940s rather than to events of nearly two decadesearlier. From a technical point of view, Spratt writes well, though even he cannot helpbecoming bogged down occasionally in the extensive prose 'analyses' provided for manyworks. Some of the English translations of French passages I found rather idiosyncratic,but seldom as inaccurate as (for example) his rendering of ̀quelque chose a dire' (p. 36) as'something positive to say' [my italics], which verges more on interpretation. Again, histranslation of ̀sujet d'actualite' (p. 222) as 'an actuality', besides meaning very little inits context, directly conflicts with Wilson Clough and Allan Wilman's 'a timely subject'in Jam a composer, which Spratt himself cites on p.224. More seriously, it was disappoint-ing to discover several factual errors in chapter 10: thus, Spratt has Pasdeloup's Concertspopulaires beginning in 1863 (they in fact commenced in 1861), and the date of thefoundation of the Societe Nationale de Musique as 1873 (1871). Furthermore, while EdouardColonne's Concerts du Chdtelet (Spratt incidentally has ̀Chatelot') began in 1874, they hadbeen preceded in 1873 by his Concerts nationaux at the Odeon. Lamoureux's concertsbegan in 1881, not 1880; and the author's claim that Saint-Saens' Symphony no. 3,d'Indy's Symphonie sur un chant montagnard francais, Lab's Symphony in G minor and
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Franck's in D minor are four great works from the 1870s is particularly unfortunate,since these compositions date respectively from 1886, 1888, 1889 and 1888 -89. I think itis fair to put such errors down to inadequate background research, and not to assumethat the more important factual material on Honegger is necessarily wrong, but for sucha number of errors to creep into this book is particularly unfortunate, especially asby-and-large we are dealing with a well-researched and important contribution to thehistory of French and Swiss music. Such errors aside, it should be (and will no doubtbecome) required reading for all students of the period. John Wagstaff
Arnold Schoenberg Letters edited by Erwin Stein. Faber & Faber, 1964 (reissued 1988).309pp k7.90 ISBN 0 571 14962 6 (pbk)
Arnold Schoenberg Preliminary exercises in counterpoint edited by Leonard Stein. Faber &Faber, 1963 (reissued 1988). xvi, 231pp L'7.50 ISBN 0 571 09275 6 (pbk)
The reissue of these two Schoenberg texts comes at the right time, following as it does therecently published translation of Heinrich Schenker's Counterpoint (which Schoenbergcertainly knew) and the new Macmillan edition of The Berg-Schoenberg correspondence; theLetters also complement John C. Crawford's English translation of Schoenberg's corre-spondence with Wassily Kandinsky, published (again by Faber) in 1984. As usual withreissues, we are entitled to ask why fully revised editions have not been provided instead,particularly as many, if not all, of the passages suppressed by Stein in his original editionof the Letters out of respect for persons still living at the time could probably now berestored, and new footnotes added as the result of more recent researches. Faber shouldcertainly consider publishing a new scholarly edition of all Schoenberg's availablecorrespondence soon, given the importance they attach to it (the blurb describes thepresent edition as 'undoubtedly one of the most important documents of the twentiethcentury'). Whether we believe this hyperbole or not (does anybody?) there is no doubtthat Schoenberg's letters do bring to life so many different parts of his character - histotal lack of compromise in matters concerning his own music, his concern for his pupils'welfare, his opinions on his contemporaries, and, on more than one occasion, a surprisingnaivety - that they are well worth reprinting, even on the poor quality paper and in thereduced format in which Faber have chosen to present them. The Preliminary exercises incounterpoint, even if hardly used as primary source teaching material any more (they wereformulated at the University of California in the 1930s) are an interesting glimpse intoSchoenberg's perceptive and thorough teaching methods, and a useful complement.

John Wagstaff
The Berg-Schoenberg correspondence edited by J. Brand, referred to in John Wagstaff'sreview, was reviewed by Clifford Bartlett in Brio vol. 25 no. 1. In that review, Mr Bartlett impliedthat a paperback version had not yet been published; in fact, the book was issued simultaneously inhardback and paperback. The paperback version is being reprinted and should be available at £9.95,ISBN 0 333 41732 1 - Ed.

English Song 1600 -1675: facsimiles of twenty-six manuscripts and an edition of the texts. Editedwith introductions by Elsie Bickford Jorgans. New York: Garland, 1986-[88]. 12 vols.$820.00
The availability of early music is being changed drastically by three recent developments:the comprehensive publication of collections on microform (in which Harvester, nowcalled Research Publications, has taken the lead), extensive series of particular repertoiresin facsimile, and most recently, taking advantage of current computer technology, theissuing of minimally-edited transcriptions of large numbers of complete sources. Garlandare, as far as I know, the only practitioners of the third category, and they also dominatethe second with a variety of series, one of which is the subject of this review.After the Notre-Dame polyphony, (whose notation has not yet found favour withperformers), the English lute-song was the first coherent musical repertoire to becomprehensively published in facsimile, thanks to the imagination of Scolar Press, whoissued between 1967 and 1971 9 bound volumes, of which the constituent sections werealso available comparatively cheaply. For the market was not just libraries, wanting themusic packaged as neatly as possible, but performers, who did not necessarily want orcould not afford the whole series. Unfortunately, Scolar abandoned this enterprise(ironically, making the decision a couple of days before a concert they were sponsoring topromote it), but Brian Jordan has kept the series available. Some English song printsfrom the end of the century had meanwhile been issued by Gregg Press: the Playford 3-volume 1669 collection (with a considerable amount of Henry Lawes), Blow's AmphionAnglicus and Purcell's Orpheus Britannicus (whose easy availability has perhaps causedit to be overvalued). More recently, The London Stage has collected into one volume fourimportant prints of the 1680s. But there is a gaping hole in the middle of the century,when songbooks were not printed.Henry Lawes, in particular, is a figure of considerable importance. His autographmanuscript is well-known in theory, thanks to Pamela Willetts' catalogue published bythe British Museum (as it then was) in 1969. The reputation of the songs of Lawes andhis contemporaries is not now particularly high. A certain lack of enthusiasm in thestandard book on the subject, Ian Spink's English song, Dowland to Purcell, doesn't help,and Milton's famous sonnet has often been taken as implying that Lawes really wasn'tmuch of a composer because he followed his texts too closely! In fact, much of this musiclooks dull on paper, and sounds dull when sung with piano or even harpsichordaccompaniment. They may lack tablature parts, but, just as the songs of Dowlandand Campion, these are songs to the lute (or theorbo), and sound best when sung with aclear voice, at a tempo and volume approaching that of speech. It is significant that,apart from Elizabeth Rogers' Virginal Book, the odd instrumental pieces, tuninginstructions, etc. included in the song manuscripts are mostly for lute or viol, rarelykeyboard. It is music that needs performance to make sense; it can only be evaluatedfrom performance. A consequence of this is that librarians must remember that facsimilesare objects for use, not study. These volumes should not be condemned to the referenceshelves.The 11 volumes contain 26 MSS, mostly complete. The inclusion of isolated pagesfrom a manuscript like the Elizabeth Rogers book, in which the songs are peripheral, isacceptable; but it does seem a shame to omit the Latin-texted items of Tenbury 1018 andthe companion partbook to Edinburgh U.L. Dc.I.69. If the editor was really beingconsistent about omitting part songs, Advocates Library 5.2.14 should not have beenincluded - it is clearly a partbook from a set - though I am happy to find it here. It wasvery proper of the Bodleian Library to insist on the complete reproduction of MusicSchool F.575, including the lyra-viol music, though a pity that the contents list does not
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give the Viola da Gamba Society index numbers of each piece. One item was perhapsunnecessary: the Handford collection was included in the Scolar series (as comparableto the printed sources) and hardly needs repeating, especially as a modern edition hasalso appeared (Stainer & Bell, 2 vols); Garland have bothered to reproduce a blankpage revealing the show-through from the first song, but miss out the bass part andsecond verse that should be facing page 1.Standards of legibility do, of course, vary amidst so wide-spread a collection. No doubtthe quality of films supplied was variable, with no exact indication of original size: this isnot, unfortunately, given. Each volume has a short introduction with a list of songs, withreference to the source page or folio, whichever is more convenient. There is no alpha-betical index. I hope that vol. 12, (which I have not seen - it will contain the completetexts of the songs) will remedy that for the series as a whole; but separate indexes for eachvolume would have been useful, particularly volumes like 3, the Henry Lawes MS,which might well be bought by itself - annoyingly, Pamela Willetts' list also lacks anindex. It is probably too late too suggest it, but vol. 12 also ought to include a brief guideto realizing 17th century unfigured basses: it really isn't difficult! Perhaps it should be ona loose sheet issued with every volume.The quality of music here is variable. Gamble, for instance, seems to have been prettyincompetent: he is more useful as a collector of other composers' songs. Fortunately,it is possible to buy individual volumes as well as the complete set. I would stronglyrecommend that libraries for whom the complete set is too expensive should get vol. 3,Henry Lawes' (or Lawes's, to use the ugly form adopted by the editor) autograph songMS (ISBN 0 8240 8233 8: $ 85.00). It is difficult to weigh up whether this is more usefulthan the comparable series of Italian motets or cantatas or oratorios: there is so much tobuy and less money to buy it with. But at least the volumes come well bound, and mostlibraries will just do a single series catalogue entry, so processing costs are cheap: the factthat you get a lot of music that requires comparatively little labour and further expenseshould encourage librarians to buy more than they think they can afford.

Clifford Bartlett
Norman Del Mar A companion to the orchestra Faber & Faber, 1987. 266pp jJ9.95 ISBN0 571 14735 6
'The orchestral librarian is a central figure in the matter of concert giving ... A first-classlibrarian can thus all too often be worth his weight in gold'. A reviewer in Brio is inclinedto favour the wisdom of an author who not only bothers to give Librarian as a heading inhis dictionary of orchestral topics but begins and ends his entry thus. Not that theaverage music librarian reading this will be familiar with the problems of the professionalorchestra librarian; reading the article will give him an idea of a little-known branch ofthe profession. There are also good entries on Orchestral material, Editing (using the wordin a restricted sense, excluding the problems of establishing what the correct basic textshould be), Editions and Copyists. The volume is extremely useful for the clear way inwhich basic information about instruments and their techniques is presented, and alsofor insight into normal orchestral practice and terminology.A list of consecutive entries (excluding cross-references) in a few pages at which thebook happened to fall open will show the variety of topics: Score layout, Serpent, Shofar,Siren, Slung mugs, Solo, Sopranino and tenor saxophones, Soprano, Spinet, Stahlstabe,Steinspiel, Strings. Foreign terms that are likely to appear in scores are mentioned andcross-referenced. The book begins with A, which Del Mar prefers from an oboe, not anelectronic device. It ends with Zinke and either; the former is curious, since normal

•

English usage is cornetto or cornett. This is symptomatic of the book's chief weakness:unfamiliarity with baroque orchestral practice. There are enough cornettists aroundnow for the compromise of oboes and clarinets in unison to be a thing of the past! Suchmatters as when one should use a gamba or bass violin or cello are not explained in thearticle Early stringed instruments; the use of the B flat-tuned bass violin in string ensemblesof later 17th-century music with no 16' bass instrument should have been mentioned.There is no entry for lute or theorbo, now often used as continuo instruments in chamberorchestras, and the entry on Harpsichord fails to note that the instrument scored for inmodern works is very different from that now used by any 'original-instrument' orchestra:in fact, it will be necessary for special instruments to be made for the 20th-centuryrepertoire when the current ones wear out. Under Bassoon, while the general point thatthe instrument played continuo in the 18th century is sound enough, the example fromthe B minor Mass is merely a reflection of the survival of source material: a set of partssurvives for the Kyrie and Gloria but not for the rest: Bach's score mentions bassoons inneither place. It would also be worth commenting on when and where the bassoonshould double the bass line: probably not in Purcell or Handel's Roman music, but atleast two bassoons in his later works, and four in 18th-century French opera. If there isanother edition, perhaps a collaborator might help to make the book more comprehensive.It is pleasing to see attention devoted to the Audience, and over four columns onApplause. Del Mar is well-disposed to audiences which applaud in the wrong place,though still thinks it wrong. But until well into the 19th century, applause was expectedafter each movement, and Roger Norrington's attempts to train his audience to behave'authentically' has a practical point: in Beethoven's 'Ninth', for instance, the mediantoctaves on the timps in the Scherzo have so much more impact if the players can tunethem while the audience is distracted rather than watching them in solemn silence.But I would not want to emphasize these defects. This is a book which is enjoyable todip into, exercises some worthy hobby-horses in an endearing way, and should be on alllibrary shelves. Clifford Bartlett
A comprehensive bibliography of music for film and television compiled by Steven D. Wescott.Detroit: Information Co-ordinators, 1985 (Detroit studies in music bibliography; 54).xix, 432pp $60.00 ISBN 0 89990 027 5
This phenomenal compilation of 6340 citations in books, book reviews, periodicals,conference proceedings and sundry other sources is a highly commendable achievement;but its contents are not exactly what might be presumed from the title. Far from being abibliography of music, in which one might expect listings of composers, musical worksand film titles, this is actually a bibliography of literature about music for film andtelevision. As such, it is a valuable research tool. The bibliography aims at internationalscope and coverage, but Wescott acknowledges that its strengths are in American,Canadian and western European sources. Citations extend up to January 1984. Since noparticular audience is intended, the materials included are at various levels and invarying degrees of detail. Citations having only marginal relevance to the study of filmmusic are provided with an appropriate annotation, and there are also annotationsdetailing the contents and scope of works touching on more than one aspect of filmmusic. Citations of particular relevance (in the compiler's opinion) are underlined toassist newcomers to the subject.Wescott's ultimate aim has been to produce 'a compendium of all the basic materials,resources and references which inform the study of music ... in the development of film
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and television', and in this he would appear to have succeeded admirably. This well-produced volume is divided into five sections: History (divided into surveys, silentmovies and early sound, then by decade); Composers (114 are listed individually,followed by 'Additional composer profiles'); Aesthetics; Special topics (musical per-formance on film and television, film musicals, animated sound/musical graphics);Research. There is a comprehensive index. Although a costly and specialized biblio-graphy, this would be of lasting value, especially in an academic institution.

Karen E McAulay
Jonathan Dunsby &. Arnold Whittall Music analysis in theory and practice. Faber & Faber,1988. 250pp £15.00 ISBN 0 571 10065 1 (cased); ,C7.95 ISBN 0 571 10069 4 (pbk)
Through their writings and teaching, Jonathan Dunsby and Arnold Whittall are well-known in the academic world as two of Britain's leading thinkers in music analysis.When they jointly produce a book on the subject, therefore, it deserves close examination,and we are entitled to expect good things of it. The authors straight away disclaim anysuggestion that their work is intended as a textbook, preferring instead to offer theirthoughts and opinions on 'the current state of a rapidly changing subject' which(as already suggested) is something that, given their status in the field, we would wantthem to do. Having stated these aims clearly, however, they subsequently present thereader with what is, in all but name, a textbook, to the extent that its authors find itnecessary patiently to expound all the techniques we might find in such a book:Schenkerism, the theories of Tovey, Schoenberg, Forte, et al, with a brief concludingexcursion into semiotics and semiology. There are perceptive and illuminating insightsinto many of these theories, and to have accounts of some of the by-ways not dealt with inmuch depth in other analytical works (for example, their remarks on Katz andHindemith) is useful. Personally, though, I would have appreciated more insightsand less explanation, since the large amount of space demanded by the latter oftentends to obscure the former.I also have to argue with another of the authors' claims: that the book is intended forthe non-specialist who desires some general knowledge of music analysis. This is notreally a book for the beginner who comes armed with little besides enthusiasm forlearning. Certainly, each of the chapters begins with a very clear outline of its subjectmatter; but explanations of basics may well then be followed by a musical examplewhich is of sufficient complexity to demand a deeper understanding of the technique ortheory in question than is provided by the writers' initial remarks. In a classroomsituation (and both authors acknowledge how much the book owes to their teachingexperience) this approach will probably work; a student will be stimulated, after havingbeen presented with an example he or she only partially understands, to ask questionsabout the parts not yet grasped. Whether it works in this book is another matter. To givetwo brief examples: in chapter 4 on Schenkerian analysis, no beginner would understandexample 2 on the strength of what has already been presented, particularly as the termUrsatz in the top line of the example is nowhere translated in the text, and can only befound in the index by looking up its English form, 'fundamental line', itself not explainedin the chapter until some pages later. Similarly, in the section on pitch-class sets, aftergrappling with 'prime-forms', 'set-names', and 'complements', not to mention themysterious 'interchange feature', we are introduced, without any preparation, to Z15, Zhaving also appeared in examples 34 and 35 some pages earlier. Turning to biblio-graphical matters, it is surprising that, when the authors claim so strongly to present acurrent view of analysis, none of the sources listed in the bibliography dates from later

than 1984. This, together with the fact that the preface is dated 1986, suggests that thebook remained rather longer at Faber's than was originally intended. One wonders alsowhat changes Faber may have demanded during the writing of it, having perhapswanted a plain man's guide to music analysis, but finding themselves coming up againsttwo thinkers whose styles were sufficiently idiosyncratic for them to want to makesomething more of 'their' book. Complete speculation on my part, of course; but I canfind no other explanation for the fact that the book as it stands seems confused about itsintentions, contents and readership. What the authors should now be allowed to do is toproduce another, more specialized, book in which they can provide shorter essays onanalytical issues of greater depth, without having to cope with the demands of providinga 'hitch-hiker's guide' to analysis in general terms. There are many others who can dothat just as adequately.

* *  *  *  *  *  *  *

John Wagstaff
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IN BRIEF
William Kindermann Beethoven's Diabelli Vari-ations. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1987 xx, 220pp£25.00 ISBN 0 19 315323 8
This is in three sections; the first uses a closeexamination of the surviving autograph materialto offer a new history of the composition of thework: it was begun in 1819, put aside whileBeethoven wrote the Mass in D and other works,then taken up again in late 1822 and early 1823.The second half of the book is a detailed accountof the completed work. One controversial ideais that some of the variations were parodies ofthe style of other composers. The book concludeswith transcriptions of the sketches. The generalreader may find this heavy-going, but it is arewarding study of a work which some listenersunaccountably find difficult. Clifford Bartlett
Ian Kemp Hector Berlioz Les Troyens. (CambridgeOpera Handbooks). Cambridge U.P. 1988 x,244pp £27.50 ISBN 0 521 34813 7 (pbk L9.95ISBN 0 521 32813 7)
It was perhaps predictable that the first Frenchopera in the series should be not the most popular(there is plenty that needs writing about Carmen)but one which for its first hundred years wasbarely performed and not properly published.But Les Troyens well deserves this study, whichdoes it justice. Kemp is assisted by contributionsfrom Hugh Macdonald, A.R.W. James, DavidCairns, David Charlton, Julian Rushton andLouise Goldberg to cover the background (Virgil,Grand Opera), the operatic tradition to whichit belongs and the musical structure (some dis-agreement between Kemp and Rushton here).The list of performances misses the 1982 Prom,and the appendix on vocal scores might alsohave been extended to the full scores; how dothe two reprinted by Kalmus relate to thework's history? Clifford Bartlett
Chopin studies edited by Jim Samson. CambridgeU.P., 1988 viii, 258pp 430.00 LSBN 0 521 30365 6
Samson's collection of essays presents in bookform the sort of analytical studies that arenormally to be read only in the specializedjournals. The most stimulating item is by the

editor, which implies that the matters of formand tonality which pre-occupy such analystsare of peripheral importance to Chopin's music.There are interesting accounts of the Berceuse,the Polonaise-Fantasy, the Preludes, the Barca-rolle and the Fantasy as well as more generalstudies. Cambridge has also reissued as paper-back (ISBN 0 521 36709 3; X12.95) Jean-JacquesEigeldinger's Chopin: pianist and teacher as seen byhis pupils, essential reading for pianists, with amass of information appended to the main text(which takes only 89 of the book's 324 pages!)
Clifford Bartlett

Eleanor Bailie The pianist's repertoire. Haydn: agraded practical guide Novello, 1989 xxxvi, 199pp£8.95 (pbk) ISBN 0 85360 139 9
As H.C. Robbins Landon says in his preface,the reputation of Haydn's piano sonatas hasfluctuated; at present, they are more popularamong teachers than among concert pianists.This, the first of a series of guides, works system-atically through the sonatas, variations andother pieces. After wise general remarks, thoughit should perhaps have been stressed that anyperformance of Haydn on a modern piano needsto be thought of as transcription as much asshould playing harpsichord music, the body ofthe book systematically works through eachwork with detailed suggestions for performance.This is not too dogmatic or prescriptive, thoughstudents using it should be encouraged to reactcritically! It is not a book to be read through inisolation from the music; but anyone studyingHaydn's piano music will find it stimulating,and those who play for amusement but havn'thad a lesson for years (how many music librar-ians fall into that category?) will find that work-ing through a few sonatas with Bailie's commentsshould enliven stodgy technique and musicalsensitivity. Clifford Bartlett
Norman Lebrecht Mahler remembered Faber &Faber, 1987 xxx, 322pp £15.00 ISBN 0 571150098 (cased); £6.95 ISBN 0 571 14692 9 (pbk)
Books on Mahler proliferate, but it can beargued there is an equally large demand forthem. This study, draws upon• previously un-published material by Mahler's contemporaries,and sheds new light on his personality andmusicianship. It becomes evident that Alma

Mahler's memoirs were not only biased, but attimes historically inaccurate. Arranged chrono-logically, the sources include childhood friends,female admirers, tutors, colleagues and othermusicians, and critics. Narratives are precededby a brief paragraph placing the acquaintancein context, and all names appear in the index.The book is not intended, nor would it besuitable, as an introduction to Mahler's life,and more attention is paid to the personalitythan to the music, but it would make veryinteresting reading for the afficianado.
Karen E McAulay

Gustav Mahler - Richard Strauss: correspondence1888-1911 edited by Herta Blaukopf; translatedby Edmund Jephcott. Faber & Faber, 1984,172pp £8.95 ISBN 0 571 13344 4 (pbk)
Here we find the correspondence between twomen who have gone down in history as the closefriends who could also be arch-rivals. The lettersdiscuss many aspects of performance practiceand reveal the great mutual admiration andrespect between Mahler and Strauss. The cor-respondence is followed by a substantial essayon their relationship. First published in Germanyin 1980. Karen E McAulay
Paul Collaer Darius Milhaud translated andedited by Jane Hohfeld Galante. MacmillanPress, 1988. xv, 400pp £25.00 ISBN 0 333 48544 0
Collaer's appreciation (to use an appropriatelyold-fashioned word) first appeared in 1947 andwas updated in 1982. This English version isvaluable particularly for the detailed catalogueof works, for which the editor was assisted bythe composer's widow. The 443 works arearranged in classified order (chronologicallywithin each category), with information ofauthors of texts, titles of individual pieces andmovements, date and place of composition,instrumentation, publisher, dedication, firstperformance and duration. There are indexesto the catalogue by opus number and title.Such information is not easily available, so thebook is an essential purchase for any referencecollection. Collaer's text is enthusastic, in agallic manner which sometimes seems meaning-less or pretentious in English; he does, however,have penetrating remarks to make in his system-atic survey of the major works. This is notindexed, but the arrangement is easy to follow.

It is published by the San Francisco Press, ISBN0 911302 62 X: the details in the heading are forUK buyers. C l i f f o r d  Bartlett
Jean & Jesper Christensen From Arnold Schoen-berg's literal)) legacy: a catalog of neglected items.(Detroit Studies in Music Bibliography, 59)Warren, Michigan: Harmonic Park Press, 1988.164pp £35.00. ISBN 0 89990 036 4
This catalogues certain literary material surviv-ing in the Arnold Schoenberg Institute at LosAngeles, giving summaries of the contents ofeach item and their purpose. It also tries torestore them to the order in which the composerclassified them in 1932. Schoenberg and laterseekers for material to publish removed variousitems from the sequence, and subsequently theInstitute's archivist, Clara Steuermann, re-arranged the material. Whether or no choen-berg would have succeeded as • rary classifierhad he failed as a composer, it seems sensible tofollow his system. There is a full index, and aseparate index of aphorisms, a term used bySchoenberg for a variety of writings, fromdocuments of several pages to short jokes: 'Whatis the difference between a secretary and hisboss?' is one incipit listed, but the editors leaveus to guess the answer. Perhaps Brio's editorwould like to print some suggestions for theanswer! C l i f f o r d  Bartlett
Boris de Schloezer Scriabin: artist and mystic trans-lated from the Russian by Nicolas Slonimskywith introductory essays by Marina Scriabine.Oxford U.P., 1987. xi 334pp £25.00 ISBN 019315327 0
The current tendency is to underplay Scriabin'sphilosophical and mystical ideas and concen-trate on the music per se, which is rather liketrying to ignore the religious impetus in Bach'smusic. This was originally published in Berlinin 1923, but the preface is dated 1919. Theauthor was a friend of the composer and alsohad access to his posthumous papers. He pro-duced a book which represents what Scriabinthought about his art, though avoids any detailof the technical means he used to put his musictogether. The distinguished translator met theauthor as they were escaping the cold, famineand [presumably, though he avoids saying so]Bolsheviks, and knew the Scriabin family.

Clifford Bartlett
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Dorothy Churchill Pratt & Christopher Bunting'Cello technique from one note to the next': a distillationfor students of Christopher Bunting's Essay on theCraft of 'Cello-Playing. Cambridge U.P., 1987.vii, 167pp £15.00 ISBN 0 521 329909 X
The original two-volume work was reviewedenthusiastically in Brio by Raymond McGill(vol. 20/1, p.30). This shortened version, whosetitle comes from a quote of Casals prefixed tothe book 'The difficulty of playing the 'cello isto know how to get from one note to the next', isaimed at those who cannot afford the originalpublication or who do not yet need some of themore advanced sections. It is issued in a spiralbinding, fine for the music stand, less good forthe library. Two minor details worry me: thepedantic apostrophe, and the BL/LC catalogu-ing-in-publication data, which give a singleauthor and cut the title-page transcript so thatthe relationship of Christopher Bunting to whatis basically his work is not at all obvious.

Clifford Bartlett

Anthony F. Carver Cori spezzati. CambridgeU.P., 1988. 2 vols. (1. The development of sacredpolychoral music to the time of Schatz £35.00 ISBN0 521 30398 1. 2. An anthology of sacred polychoralmusic L'27.50 ISBN 0 521 30399.0)
Spatial separation of performers in church ledto an extensive repertoire of music for two ormore groups (choir is a misleading term unlesswe remember that it may include instrumentsand that in many cases there may have beenonly one performer per part). Although particu-larly cultivated in Venice, with GiovanniGabrieli as the composer who made mostcharacteristic use of the style, it probablyoriginated north of the alps and was cultivatedthroughout Europe (though in England thedecani and cantons tended to interweave and hadthe same music in tutti sections). Vol. 1 tracesthe history; vol. 2 is a useful anthology: I hopethat at least one library in the country buys aset of copies for performance, since they wouldbe invaluable for the courses the various EarlyMusic Fora run. Clifford Bartlett

The guitar: a guide for students and teachers compiledand edited by Michael Stimpson; foreword byJohn Williams. Oxford: Oxford U.P., 1988 x,284pp £22.50 ISBN 0 19 317419 7 (cased);/7.95 ISBN 0 19 317421 9 (pbk)
This book contains contributions by experts inevery style of guitar-playing, from classical torock, taking in folk, flamenco and jazz. Forteachers, there are valuable chapters on peri-patetic and private teaching, the guitar as aclassroom instrument, arranging for guitar andexaminations; whilst for the classical performerthere is coverage of the repertory at variouslevels, and a chapter devoted to technique. Thechapters on rock and bass guitar provide lucidexplanations about electrified accessories, andconsiderations involved in selecting an instru-ment, before moving on to questions of tech-nique. The folk guitar section sensibly suggestssuitable songs and styles for beginners, but isperhaps aimed more at the teacher than thelearner. Flamenco and jazz guitar are treatedwith the same balanced attention; there is aninteresting description of flamenco styles andornamentation, whilst the jazz guitar is placedin its historical context, highlighting the import-ance of its distinctive harmonic style. This valu-able compendium would be well used in anylibrary. Karen E McAulay

David Dalton Playing the viola: conversations withWilliam Primrose. Oxford: Oxford UP, 1988 xii,244pp £25.00 ISBN 0 19 318514 8
The 18 chapters of this book represent conver-sations between two viola players about everyaspect of technique, performance and tuition.Based on tape transcriptions and subsequentcollaboration, the result is a detailed portrayalof one of the great viola players of this century.In addition to a wealth of information abouttechnique, there are discussions about the rep-ertory, programme-planning, stage conduct,recording, competitions and career-building.Primrose's professionalism and musicianshipshine throughout the book, and set an exampleto any aspiring instrumentalist.

Karen E McAulay

Music in European thought 1851-1912 edited byBojan Buji6. Cambridge U.P., 1988. xviii, 414pp£40.00 ISBN 0 521 23050 0
Music aesthetics: a historical reader. Vol. 2. Thenineteenth century edited by Edward A. Lippman(Aesthetics in Music, 4 vol. 2) Stuyvesant, N.Y:Pendragon Press, 1988. xii, 469pp $56.00 ISBN0 918728 90 8
The Cambridge volume is the'fourth to appearin a series which is often colloquially referred toas the new Strunk, though it has a more restrictedbrief. It contains extracts from 44 books, witheditorial introductions to each section as well aseach extract. Lippman prefers longer chunks -only 16 altogether, so there is space for thereader to feel the individual contribution andcharacter of each author more clearly, whilethe CUP book gives a wider conspectus of itsbroader scope. Such anthologies should ideallybelong to students, with the complete worksquoted available in their libraries so that indi-vidual ideas can be pursued more thoroughly;alas, the volumes are at library prices (thoughCUP has recently issued an abridged paper-back version of the preceding volume in theseries at £17.50). Both books need more attentiondevoted to indexing the ideas which, rather thannames, are their main topics. Clifford Bartlett
John Baily Mimic of Afghanistan: professionalmusicians in the city of Herat (Cambridge Studiesin Ethnomusicology). Cambridge U.P., 1988xiv, 183pp 02.50 ISBN 0521250005. Cassette(same title) £13.95 ISBN 0 521 35638 5
This is a thorough study of a musical style thatflourished in the 1970s (and can be traced backseveral decades) but which may well now havevanished. The author deals with the nature ofthe music he is studying, the theory behind it,the influences from Indian and Persian styles,and the effect of radio (bringing the differentmusical traditions from Kabul). The tape in-cludes 17 pieces (spoilt by a voice patronizinglyannouncing the example number before eachtrack: had there been a tape with CUP's Poly-choral anthology - Carver Cori spezzati, reviewedelsewhere in this issue - such an intrusion wouldnot have been contemplated.) It is worth hear-ing for its own sake, though at the price chargedit could have been produced on CD and slippedinto the binding of the book. I would havewelcomed more transcriptions and detailed

comment, though the texts are transcribed andtranslated. The author has managed to makehis book as readable by non-specialists as thenature of his material and the need to retain theoriginal of many terms permit.Clifford Bartlett

Ernst C. Krohn Music publishing in St Louiscompleted and edited by J. Bunker Clark. (Bib-liographies in American Music, 11). Warren,Michigan: Harmonic Park Press, 1988 $37.50ISBN 0 89990 043 7
Krohn, who seems from the biographical infor-mation presented here to have been a man ofwide interests and something of a character,died in 1975 leaving the text of this book and amass of unrelated footnotes. The book as pre-sented is somewhat more informal in style thanis normal for bibliographic studies; but thatmakes the mass of information more digestible.Krohn worked for Schattinger from 1907 on-wards, so had an insider's knowledge of how thepublishing industry worked, which gives thisbook an insight and personal touch that themore systematic studies that will no doubt followwill inevitably lack. Clifford Bartlett

Thomas E. Warner Periodical literature on Americanmusic, 1620-1920: a classified bibliography withannotations. (Bibliographies in American Music,12). Warren, Michigan: Harmonic Park Press,1988. xli, 644pp $60.00 ISBN 0 89990 034 8
1988 was perhaps a bad time to publish a biblio-graphy of this nature, since the quickest sourceof bibliographical references on American topicsis now Amerigrove. But this has a greater depthof coverage, is differently arranged and easieron the eyes. The annotations mostly amplify atitle when it is not self-explanatory: there is nocritical comment. The arrangement is helpful,ecxept that the section on individual musiciansis oddly arranged under author, so names haveto be consulted in the subject index, which isextremely thorough. Clifford Bartlett
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Carol Barratt Sightread with Chester: solve thesight-reading mystery illustrated by Wendy Hoile.Chester, 1987. Casebooks 1 & 2. 2Opp; 24pp[No price given] CH 55891; CH55892
Carol Barratt Chester's music puzzles. Chester,1987 Sets 1-5 [No price given] CH 55841-45
Carol Barratt Chester's flash cards. Chester, 1987[No price given] CH 55883
Chester is an, endearing detective whose anticsprovide an entertaining means of teachingelementary sight-reading. The pupil is encour-aged to look at music in a logical way, recogniz-ing intervals, pitches, note-values and rests,and moving on to include accidentals, dynamicsand phrasing in Casebook 2. There are someduets to play with the teacher or parent, andthe emphasis throughout is on pupil involve-ment. The Music puzzles could be used withany piano course, but are designed to matchthe pace of the Chester piano books, and aregeared to the young beginner. Each set consistsof ten worksheets in a folder. The packs areattractively produced, though less economicallythan the Associated Board theory workbooks,for which they would provika good foundation.The flash cards are a Ikanch, teaching aid. Aplastic folder contains 60 durable cards withmusical symbols: notes on treble and bass clefs(with the name on the reverse side), note values,time-signatures and rests, with 11 suggestionsfor games to play using them. Both the musicpuzzles and the flash cards are in a format whichis less than useful in most libraries, though theyshould undoubtedly find a place in any teachers'resource centre. Karen E McAulay
The flute-player's companion: melodic exercises, studiesand duets from the 18th and 19th centuries compiledand edited by Edward Blakeman. Vol. 1: Easy-intermediate; Vol. 2: Intermediate-advanced.Chester, 1987. [No price given] CH 55840;CH 55841
The title of this set is self-explanatory. Studiesare drawn from collections of studies by 15composers, and the selection fulfils the compiler'sstated belief that 'a successful study should soundlike a piece of music'. Each volume is structuredinto sections on warming-up, tone (breathingand embouchure), facility (fingering) and articu-lation (tonguing). A few duets have been in-cluded for ensemble practice. Each volume is

prefaced with brief details about the sources ofthe studies. Flautists will find this a usefulcollection. Karen E McAulay

Georges Bizet Carmen: suite for flute and pianoarranged by Nigel and Jay Wilkinson. FaberMusic, 1987 (Play Opera! series) 1 Opp Scoreand part £2.95 ISBN 0 571 50972 X
W.A. Mozart The magic flute: suite for flute andpiano arranged by Nigel and Jay Wilkinson.Faber Music, 1987 (Play Opera! series) 14ppScore and part £2.95 ISBN 0 571 50971 1
Designed to introduce young wind players tothe world of opera, these albums each containthree well-known extracts with a synopsis of thestory and brief comments on each item. Theseries makes a point of including original solos:thus, the Carmen suite contains the Entr'acte,whilst the Magic Flute suite contains Tamino'saria and the March. Although these suites arearrangements, the flute parts are not simplified,thus presenting a technical challenge to theplayer, whilst the piano parts have deliberatelybeen kept playable, for the benefit of teacherswhose first instrument is not piano. This serieswould be well worth collecting.Karen E McAulay

•Dave Heath Rumania: for violin (or flute) an.d piano .Chester, 1987 20pp Score and part [No pricegiven] CH 55694
This is a well-constructed, single-movementpiece, consisting of a number of individuallycharacterized episodes, the lyrical and rhap-sodic contrasting with rhythmic, jazz-influencedfaster sections. Although written for flute orviolin, the few .passages of double-stopping forthe violin obviously give an added dimension.A soprano saxophone part is also availableseparately. The work would be suitable for thecompetent amateur or experienced studentwishing to include accessible contemporarymaterial in their repertory. Karen E McAulay

Nursery rhyme time: really easy piano solos and duetsarranged by Fanny Waterman. Faber, 1987.31pp £2.95 ISBN 0 571 50986 X
Engelbert Humperdinck Hansel and Gretel ar-ranged by Alan Gout; text by Catherine Storr;illustrations by Annabel Spenceley. Faber Music,1987 (Easy piano picture book series). 28pp£3.95 ISBN 0 571 10083 X
P.I. Tchaikovsky The Nutcracker arranged byAlan Gout; text by Catherine Storr; illustrationsby Dianne Jackson. Faber Music, 1987 (Easypiano picture book series). 28pp £4.50 ISBN0 571 10080 5
A. Sullivan The Mikado arranged by Alan Gout;text by Kenneth Lillington; illustrations byJenny Tylden-Wright. Faber Music, 1988 (Easypiano picture book series). 28pp £4.95 ISBN0 571 10085 6
Fanny Waterman has provided simple settingsof 31 favourite nursery rhymes in straightfor-ward keys. Each hand generally plays a singleline, with only a few chords in the left hand.The words are included on the staves, and thebook is well-illustrated with black-and-whitepictures. An appealing album for pupil, teacheror parent - but the invitation to colour in thepictures may not meet with the approval ofevery librarian! The Easy piano picture bookseries are simplified (Grade 3-4) versions of themost popular themes from the respective works,supplemented by full-colour illustrations anda linking narrative. They will provide muchpleasure to pianists of all ages, and are veryattractively produced. Karen E. McAulay
J.S. Bach Sonatas for viola da gamba (violoncello)and obbligato harpsichord BWV1027-1029 editedby Lucy Robinson with a study of the sourcesby John Butt. Faber Music, 1987. xiii, 57pp +2 parts £9.50 ISBN 0 571 50880 4
There has been a need for a new edition of theseworks based on a fresh collation of the sources;now several versions have appeared almostsimultaneously. Barenreiter has an offprintfrom vol. VI,4 of the Neue Bach Ausgabe whichis marginally cheaper (£8.99), though with lesseditorial information than this fine version fromFaber. An edition by Laurence Dreyfus expectedfrom Peters has not yet appeared; the recentversion from Heugel, apart from lacking analternative cello part, seems to be derived from

the Bach-Gesellschaft and retains its errors.So at present, Faber is the best buy.
Clifford Bartlett

Concerted sacred music of the Bologna school editedby Peter Smith. (Recent Researches in the Musicof the Baroque Era, 57) Madison: A-R Editions,1987. xv, 82pp $ 25.95 ISBN 0 89579 221 4
This contains three works: a Magnificat by G.BVitali for SATTB soli & optional tutti, 3 violins,viola and continuo (op. 6, 1677), a motet 0 luci-dissima dies by Colonna for soprano or tenor, 2violins and continuo (op.2, 1681) and, ratherpointless out of context, a Domine ad adjuvandumby G. B. Bassani for SATB, 2 violins and continuo(op. 21, 1699). Bologna was an important musicalcentre in the mid-17th century, so this increaseto the small amount of music from the city iswelcome, though Bassani's connection with it istenuous. Clifford Bartlett

Tommaso Giordani Three quintets for keyboardand strings edited by Nicholas Temperley. (RecentResearches in the Music of the ('lARsical Era, 25).Madison: A-R Editions, 1987. xvi, 128pp $ 25.95ISBN 0 89579 214 1
This volume has numbers 1, 3 & 5 of the sixquintets published in London in 1771 and sub-sequently called opus 1. They are, as far as is atpresent known, the earliest piano quintets. Theintroduction places them in relation to the post-Handelian keyboard concerto and to the accom-panied sonata, and gives a useful table of Londonpublications from 1750 -1785 of music other thanconcertos with keyboard and three or more otherparts. As with the solo keyboard parts of con-certos, what was printed alternates betweenshort score and solo. A curious feature of theedition is that the keyboard part is printed twice,once as in the original and again above it in theversion as it might be played, with continuorealisation in the tutti sections and realisedornamentation in the solos. This is a slight onthe intelligence and competence of the per-former, and clutters the page. Otherwise, thesecharming pieces are welcome. Parts are avail-able from the publisher, though not suppliedautomatically with the score. Clifford Bartlett
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Alun Hoddinott Welsh dances: suite no. 3 , op. 123.Cardiff: University College of Cardiff Press, 1985.97pp Study score [No price given] UCCP 028
This work, commissioned by the BBC, was firstperformed in March 1985, then enlarged andre-orchestrated for the National Youth Orch-estra of Wales. This is the score of the enlargedversion. The work, for full orchestra and largepercussion section, is in four movements. Effectsare achieved by contrasting orchestral timbres,statements of the main themes in unison andoctaves by various groupings, and by rhythmicvitality, rather than by thematic developmentor contrapuntal movement. However, this neednot be a criticism when the work is a suite ofdances. In the final analysis, it has an exuberantair, and is probably great fun to play.

Karen E McAulay

Etienne-Nicolas Maul Symphony no. 1 in G minoredited by David Charlton. (Recent Researchesin the Music of the Nineteenth and EarlyTwentieth Centuries, 6) Madison: A-R Editions,1985. xviii, 106pp $29.95 ISBN 0 89579 174 9
French orchestral music before Berlioz hasgenerally been neglected, so the appearance ofthis fine work of 1808 from a publisher whichnow produces parts to accompany its scores isparticularly welcome. David Charlton discoveredand edited Symphonies 3-5 for Garland's TheSymphony vol. D 8; no. 2 was published by EditionsMusicales Transatlantiques in 1957, so now allMaul's Symphonies have been edited. No. 1seems to have been the best known at the time,and received two contemporary editions; it wasconducted by Mendelssohn in 1838 and wellreviewed by Schumann. The movement I haveheard was impressive, and withstood the com-parison with Mozart in the same key surprisinglywell. This is a fine edition with an informativeintroduction - conductors should note particu-larly the remarks on tempo. In the first move-ment at bar 176, do the double-basses reallysound two octaves below the cellos? The criticalcommentary would be clearer without M orMm before the numbers, since measure is one ofthose words which British readers need to trans-late from American; bold-type numbers withoutprefix would be more effective anyway.

Clifford Bartlett

Johann Vanhal Six Symphonies edited by PaulBryan (Recent Researches in the Music of theClassical Era, 17-18). Madison: A-R Editions,1985. 2 vols $25.95 ea ISBN 089579 200 1 &0 89579 201 X
Bryan's thesis on Vanhal dates from as far backas 1955; he must find it gratifying that his topicis now receiving due recognition. His editionsof three Vanhal symphonies have been publishedby Doblinger (DM 327-9, joining one edited byRobbins Landon DM 38); five plus a thematiccatalogue are in Garland's The Symphony vol. B10; the present publication adds six more, inneatly printed scores and with parts availablefrom the publisher. Despite the grouping intothe standard half-dozen, this does not representan 18th-century set, but a modern selection.The works included are (in Bryan's numbering):F3, g2, dl, A2, e2 & D4, the equal represen-tation of major and minor being in accordancewith modern rather than 18th-century taste.The introduction has an interesting section onthe inconsistencies of bowings in the sources;the problem comes chiefly from the modernexpectation of notational precision, while thenthe players may well have remembered how a• phrase went from its first appearance, andnoticed how other parts played it: there is noneed to postulate that modern performancesare more carefully polished. It is a pity that thesecond volume is not self-sufficient: a conductordeciding to perform A2, e2 or D4 will have nopreface to guide him. Clifford Bartlett
Antonio Vivaldi Concerto in A major for harpsichord(keyboard) and strings [RV 780] reconstructed byIgnor Kipnis. Full score. Oxford U.P., 1987.32pp £8.95 ISBN 0 19 385769. Solo keyboardwith accompaniment for a second keyboard:26pp £6.95. ISBN 0 19 385768
This would seem at first sight to be an enterpris-ing way of filling a vacuum in Vivaldi's concertooutput. Alas, the basis upon which it stands - anote on the concerto in A for violin and celloRV 546 which appears to give harpsichord asan alternative - has been shown to be aninstruction to the copyist to take the unisontutti violin parts from the continuo (see MichaelTalbot's reviews in Music & Letters July 1988p.444-6). As an unauthorized arrangement (notup to Bach's standard!) the edition may stillhave an occasional use, but library cataloguesshould somehow make clear that its status is

more doubtful than the introduction or theexistence of an RV number imply.
Clifford Bartlett

The great British songbook Kingsley Amis andJames Cochrane. Faber & Faber, 1988. xi, 269pp£4.95 ISBN 0 571 15133 7 (pbk)
This is an anthology of 'the words everybodyhas forgotten for the tunes everybody remem-bers'. Only the words are given, the orpimentbeing that the music has passed into the collec-tive memory. Folk-songs, carols, hymns, spiri-tuals, poetry immortalized through song, and'golden oldies' from the light classical repertory,such as W.S. Gilbert and Noel Coward, all findtheir place in this collection. It is ideal for anygroup of people gathered around a piano (orwhatever) who wish they could remember morethan the first verse of their favourite songs.[Always assuming the poor pianist has all the tunescommitted to memory! - Ed.] Karen E McAulay
Edouard Lab o Melodies. Edition par Joel-MarieFauquet (Le Pupitre 69) Paris: Heugel, 1988.xxiii, 79pp 134.15 (Distributed in UK by UMP).
This contains 23 songs, their first completepublication; extracts from operas, which paddedout earlier collections, are omitted, but so aresongs dating from earlier than his first maturecollection, the Victor Hugo songs op. 17. Theeditor has based his text on the latest editionpublished in the composer's lifetime. The print-ing is so characteristically 1980s French thatone wonders whether reproductions of the orig-inal editions (with the occasional correction)might not have looked better; the Musica Britan-nica Parry and Stanford editions suffer from thesame visual incongruity. It is, however, wellworth acquiring these songs, some of the earliestFrench examples to give a German balance ofemphasis between voice and piano.

Clifford Bartlett
Jean Maillard Modulorum joannis Maillardithe four-part motets edited by Raymond H. Rosen-stock. (Recent Researches in the Music of theRenaissance, 73). Madison: A-R Editions, 1987.xxi, 117 pp $25.95 ISBN 0 89579 218 4
A considerable quantity of French sacred poly-phony from the earlier part of the 16th centuryis available, thanks to the L'Oiseau Lyre edition

of the Attaingnant prints. This volume showsthe work of a mid-century composer, and con-tains the 22 four-part works from the twovolumes of Maillard's motets published by LeRoy & Ballard in 1565. One commendableimprovement on normal editorial technique isthe distinction between genuinely editorial text•and text expanding j signs.
Clifford Bartlett

Orazio Vecchi Battaglia d' Amor e Dispetto andMascherata della Malinconia et Allegrezza editedby David Nutter. (Recent Researches in theMusic of the Renaissance, 72) Madison: A-REditions, 1987. xxv, 106pp $ 25.95 ISBN 089579217 6
This contains two 10-voice wedding pieces, from1587 and 1604, the first (SATT; SSATTB) run-ning to 279 bars, the latter (SATTB; SSATT)being a more modest 118 bars. With the interestin performing such music with singers and instru-ments of the period, this should be a usefuladdition to the repertoire. But, unlike most ofA-R's other recent publications, parts are notadvertised, which is a pity - fully-texted single-line parts would be useful. Recorder-playerswould welcome a piece for 10 instruments whichneeds no bass (though ideally, the Battagliashould be transposed down a fifth). One facsimileis printed in reverse: fortunately, there is a blankpage on its reverse, so it can be read by holdingit up to the light! Clifford Bartlett

* *  *  *  *  *  *



MAXV NFAXT MUNCQEFEQE\CE WOQK6 MOM60-1DMEQ DOCK
Schirmer Books, one of the world s leading publishers of music reference, are pleased toannounce the publication of three major new titles for the Autumn.
MUSIC REFERENCE AND RESEARCH MATERIALS (Third Edition)
Vincent H. Duckles and Michael A. KellerThe first new edition in 12 years of this classic work of reference, widely regarded as the standardwork in the field. Organised by category of source material, the book covers dictionaries,encyclopedias, yearbooks, handbooks, bibliographies, guides to historical and systematicmusicology, catalogues of music library and musical instrument collections, and hundreds of othermaterials. There is no other book like it to be found.October 1988 £23.95 608 pp 02-870390-1
A CRITICAL GUIDE TO MUSIC SCHOOLS AND CONSERVATORIESTHROUGHOUT THE WORLD
Edited by Nancy UscherThis comprehensive directory provides information on university-level music institutionsthroughout the world. Organized alphabetically by institution within each country, the CriticalGuide makes available a massive range of data such as history and background of the school, studentenrolment and size of faculty, admissions requirements and procedures, library facilities and specialcollections, exchange programmes, tuition and financial aid, degrees or certificates offered, andpractice, concert and recording facilities. It also provides addresses, telephone numbers and namesof chief administrative officers, instruments taught, and a description of the community life. TheCritical Guide is an essential addition to every music reference library.October 1988 £60.00 644 pp 02-873030-5
LISTEN TO THE MUSIC
Jonathan D. KramerLess a music reference work than a guide for the general listener — the concert-goer, record lover,and classical-music radio listener — Listen to the Music is a collection of essays on over 270 of themost popular works in the Western symphonic tradition. Each essay provides a brief overview of thecomposition's genesis and evolution, relevant information on the composer's life and the circumstancesof composition, details of its first performance, and finally a concise account of the work's distinctivemusical features. Written in a non-technical yet literate style, Listen to the Music provides anextraordinarily wide-ranging account of the masterworks of the Western classical tradition.October 1988 £19.95 900 pp 02-871842-9
All of the above publications are available from your localbookseller. In case of difficulty, please write to Jonathan Earl,Collier Macmillan, Houndmills, Basingstoke, RG21 2XS, U.K.Telephone: (0256) 29242.
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